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Executive Director
Portable Practical Educational Preparation, Inc.
338 North Granada .
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August 30, 1978

Dear Mr. Arnold:

We.are pleased to forward to you the final report of our assessment
of the first year of operation of the Rural InterventionProject. We hope
you, the Project staff, and other persons interested in the continued

-..development and operation of Programs to serve youth and their families in
rural Pima County will find this report to be a useful reso.,:rce.

It is...apparent that much hard work has gone into the development .and
operation of-the Rural Intervention Project this past year. We commend
Project ['PEP. for-establishing thiS important project..

T.2

I would like to take, this opportunity to thank you, the project staff
and the other persons who gave their time to meet with me during the assess-
ment process. Without this cooperation the completion of the necessary site
vil;its'and the. writing of this report would notThave been possible.

We wish you every success as you continue to work in behalf of and with
youth and their families in rural Pima County in-the future.

RDC:tb

Enclosure

CC: Pima Association of Governments
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Sincerely,

Robert.D. Cain, Jr.
Th-ector
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It is recommended that the Rural Intervention Prl%_ct staff use a
simplified management by objectives approach to planning, managing
and documenting major Rural Intervention Project community develop-
ment and program activities. (Page 16)..

2. It.is recommended that the Rural Intervention Project seek to further
develop and establish its role as a delinquency prevention/youth .)

develoPmentresourcethroughoutruralPirilaCourtY.(Page10).
.

3. It is recommended that a systematic and sustained effort be made to
further develop and maintain significant youth (and parent) involve-
ment in the planning, operation and on-going evaluation of the Rural
Intervention Project. (Page 34).

4. It is recommended that an on-going in-service staff development
program be undertaken to systematically build and most effectively
use the Rural Intervention Project/PPEP staff capacity to achieve
the full potential of/the Rural Intervention Project as a delinquency
prevention/youth development resource. (Page 40).
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is about the. Rural Intervention Project as, designed and

operated by the Portable Practical Educational Preparation, Inc. The pur-

pose of this Project is to provide a range of problem solving\services to

youth and their families throughout the rural areas of Pima COunty.

The over-all goals of the project include increasing opport*ities for

.positive, meaningful youth involvement and meeting both lodlyi ual and

family needs in an effort to reduce status offenses(offenses that would not

be criminal if committed by an adult) and/or delinquent behavior by youth.

A basic objective of the project is to provide services and to expand ex-

isting and/or develop new programs and resources to assist youth an\d their

families, within the community, which will make referral to the Juve ile

Court unnecessary.

The types of services offered through the Project include: indiv dual

counseling; family counseling; crisis intervention; information, refer al

and advocacy on behalf of clients needing services; consulting services to

schools and other youth serving agencies; and community development services

to assist people in the many small communities and rural areas throughout

Pima County to idehtify and resolve their own problems through a positive

process of community change.

The design and operation of the Rural Intervention Project clearly fits

within the definition of "community-based service" as outlined in Section

103 (1) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974

(iJDP Act).
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(1) the term "community-based" facility, program or service

means a small, open group home or other suitable place
located near the juvenile's home or family and programs.
of community supervision and service which maintain com-
munity and consumer participation in the planning,oper-
ation and evaluation of their programs which may include,
but are not limited to, medical, educational, vocational,
social and psychological guidance, training, counseling,
alcoholism treatment, drug treatment and other rehabili-
tative services. 1

The design and operation of the Rural Intervention Project is also

consistent with the intent of the JJDP Act as outlined in Section 223 (a)

(10), which requires that seventy-five percent of the funds made available

to a state be use1 for "advanced techniques in developing, maintaining and

expanding programs and services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency,.

to divert juveniles from the juvenile justice system..." 2 These advanced

techniques include:

(A) community-based programs and services for the prevention
and treatment of juvenile delinquency through the develop-
ment of foster-care and shelter-care homes, group homes,,
halfway houses, homemaker and home health services, twenty-
four hour intake screening, volunteer and crisis home
programs, day treatment, and home probation and any other
designated community-based diagnostic, treatments or
rehabilitative service;

(B) community-based programs and services to work with parents
and other family members to maintain and strengthen the
family, unit so that the juvenile may be retained in his
home; ;

(C) youth service bureaus and other community-based programs to
divert youth from the juvenile court or to support, counsel,
or provide work and recreational opportunities for delinquents
and other youth to help prevent delinquency;

(D) projects designed to develop and implement programs stressing
advocacy activities aimed at improving services for and pro-
tecting the rights of youth impacted by the juvenile justice
system;

(E) educational programs or-supportive services designed to keep
delinquents and to encourage other youth to remain in elemen-
tary and secondary schools or in alternative learning
situations;



(F) expanded use of probation and recruitment and training of
3.

probation officers, other professional and paraprofessional
personnel and volunteers to work effectively with youth;

(G) youth initiated programs and outreach prOgrams designed to
assist youth who otherwise would not be reached by tradi-
tional youth assistance programs;...3

This report describes the experience Of the Rural Intervention

Project as it has been designed, developed and operated during its first

year of operation. Specifically, this assessment report js an effort to

look at the dynamics of the experience of the Rural Intervention Project

with a view toward: (1) understanding the events which have occurred; (2)

learning from those experiences about how to improve the planning and

operation of viable program efforts to serve youth in rural Pima County;

(3) offering some observations, suggestions and recommendations that appear

to be important for strengthening the future program efforts of the Rural

Counselor Project; and (4)identifying some important concepts and principals

upon which future organizational and program efforts of the Project may be.

based.

It is hoped that this report will prove useful to the Rural Intervention

Project and other Project PPEP staff; the Pima Association of Governments,

the Arizona State Justice Planning Agency, and other persons interested in

the improvement, continued development, and operation of programs and services

for youth and their families in rural Pima County.
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II. THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE ASSESSMENT

The Pima Association of Governments (PAG) has selected Associates

for Youth Development, Inc. (AYD) to/conduct empirical program assessments

of selected projects in Region II (Pima County) which are supported with

funds allocated under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

of 1974. These projects are funded, upon approval and recommendation by

PAG, with grants from the Arizona State Justice Planning Agency (ASJPA)

which receives its funding from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-

tion (LEAA) of the United States Department of Justice.

The program assessment is a practical approach to appraising the

strengths and needs of a. program that is in keeping with the limited,re-

sources available for evaluation and the kind of information that is

available upon which evaluative judgments can be based. The program

assessment process also provides an opportunity for the program being

assessed to receive some limited technical assistance to facilitate im-

provements which may be needed in the areas of program design, organiza-

tional development and operational management.

The word assessment is used quite consciously to distinguish the

procedures used from those of an impact evaluation. While the assessment

provides a number of benefits that an impact evaluation cannot provide,

the assessment does not result in the compilation of objective quantitative

data on which scientific conclusions about' the program's effectiveness may

be based. Rather, the assessment provides information about the agency's

operations and a set of recommendations carefully calculated to assist those

interested in improving the design and operation of specific programs for

the future. This in no sense takes,the place of impact evaluation, but
\N
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promotes the development of evaluation capacity and encourages more

vigorous evaluation activity when the resources for such exist.

.The assessment process being used is descriptive in nature and largely

subjective in that it depends upon the perceptions, opinions and observations

of a variety of people. This information is then organized by the consultant

and is presented along with appropriate observations, suggestions and recom-

mendations. The consultant,, therefore, believes it is inappropriate for

t:,is report to be viewed as an impact evaluation or for conclusions to be

drawn from it about the "effectiveness" of the program being assessed. It

is understood that the information in it can be useful to persons making

funding and management decisions, but such use of it should be made reason-

ably and with caution.

While the assessment takes place over a relatively short period of time,

it has the potential of being a productive and dynamic experience. For this

to happen, the program staff, the people of the community who become involved

and the consultant conducting the assessment must enter into a relationship

based upon open and candid communication. The assessment, t? be useful,

needs to focus upon the realities of the program being assessed and the

community within which it exists. Another reality is that the perspectives

of the consultant necessarily enter into the experience. Thus, the assess-

ment is a very human experience because people are involved, complete with

their limited knowledge. The overall value of the assessment will be deter-

mined by its usefulness to those persons who are interested in the current

operation and/or improvement of the specific program being assessed.

The assessment process, to be most useful, is something that is desired

by certain key people related to the program. At best, it is seen by these

people as an opportunity to enhance the effectiveneSs of their program.
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Since this assessment is being conducted as a funding source requirement,

rather than at the specific request of the Portable Practical Educational

Preparation, Inc. or the Rural Intervention Program, it would be possible

for the project staff to see the assessment as an imposition and an.intrusion.

If this were to happen, the experience would probably be negatiye and of

little constructive value. This concern was discussed with the Project Di-

rectorgbordinator and other project staff prior to the major assessment

activities and again during the formal assessment process. It was apparent

from these discussions that this assessment is seen as a welcome resource

and has the potential of being quite useful to PPEP in efforts to improve

and continue the RuralIntervention Project.

The assessment was conducted by Robert D. Cain, Jr., of Associates for

Youth Development; Inc., Tucson, Arizona. The major site visit activities

to review the operation of the Rural Intervention Project took place on

March 13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 23, and May 18, 1978. Several other site visits

were also conducted at various times throughout the project year to review

the implementation and operation of the project. These visits took place on

July 19, 1977, October 1:, 1977, November 1, 1977, and February 22 and 27,

1978.
A

The first event of the extended site visit activity, which began on

March 13, 1978, was to meet with the Project Director/Coordinator to review

the assessment process and schedule, to clarify any last minute concerns

and to make certain that the expectations of the assessment were realistic.

The Coordinator and other project staff were interviewed in depth to obtain

detailed information regarding the full scope and nature of the Rural Inter-

vention Project activities, the operational concepts underginfing the project,

the way staff time is deployed to plan and carry out project activities, re-

lationships between project staff and other PPEP staff, relationships r
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with clients and working relationships with other resource persons and

agencies.

A number of other persons were also interviewed, including other PPEP

staff and representatives of cooperating social service agencies and schools

served by the project. Each individiJ interviewed was asked to share hiS/

her obserVations about the development and operation of the Project and to

Offer his/her suggestions. regarding possible program improvement.. A complete

list of persons contacted dUring the assessment process is included as

Appendix A to this report.

Written materials describing the Rural Intervention Project were pro-

vided to the consultant for review prior to, during and following the ex-

tended site'visit. These materials included the first and second year

grant applications, and quarterly progress reports submitted to ASJPA and

to PAG. Other various reports and resource documents related to the project

and to the geographicareas served were also reviewed. Some additional in-

formation was also obtained by telephone.

The opportunity to learn about the operation of the Rural Intervention

--- Project has been a meaningful experience. The people who were interviewed

were qUite cooperative and willing to share their observations.and experiences.

Some of the people interviewed clearly went out of their way to be accommo-

dating to the assessment schedule. This assessment could not have been

Pcpmpleted without their assistance.

As has-been Clear4y,,indicated, the assessment process is based, to a

large degree, upon subjective observations. Every attempt has been made to

weigh the information received about the Rural Intervention Project carefully

and form conclusions only when there appears to be significant justification

supporting a particular concern. Where recommendations are presented in
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--' this report, they are included because it was apparent to the consultant

that.the recommendations could be justified and are supported by the obser-

vations made and conclusions formed during the assessment process.

..

1.4
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III. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS SERVED

Pima County is Arizona's second most populous county with a population

of approximately 449,544 persons,
4

19.5% of the state's population. It is

also a large county consisting of 9,240 square miles. The majority of the

county's population, approxiMately 85%, is located in the Tucson Metropoli-

tan Area.

To the north, south and west of Tucson, however, is the vast geographic

area that is generally referred to (-.:s rural Pima County. Much of this area

is covered by mountains and desert. Some land is suitable for agricultural

use. Mining and agriculture are the two principal industries in rt.. . Pima

County. There are numerous small towns scattered throughout this vast

geographic area.

Accurate demographit-s-tatistics for rural Pima County are not readily

available. Using the Special Census of Pima County conducted by the U.S.

Bureau of the Census in October, 1975, however, it is estimated that the

service area of the Rural Intervention Project includes approximately 51,190

residents (11% to 12% of the population of Pima County) of whith approximately

12,500 are youth between the ages of 6 and 18. The areas served by the pro-

ject are low income areas. Human service/youth programs are scarce where

they do exist and access to public transportation is extremely limited or

non-existant.

Project PPEP is the only human service organization which is devoted

totally to serving people in rural areas. PPEP is a not-for-profit corpora-
,

tion which serves rural clients to assist in improving the standard of rural

living through self-help programs. A description of PPEP, the areas served,
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and a complete list of the services provided are included in "Project PPEP,

Inc.," which is included as Appendix B to this report.

The specific geographic areas served by the Rural Intervention Project

are generally referred to as follows: (1) the Sahuarita Area in southern

Pima County, which includes Sahuarita Heights, Santo Tomas, Continental

Lakewood/Amado, McGee Ranch/Curleyhorn, Arivaca and Green Valley; (2) The

Marana Area in northern Pima County, which includes Marana, Rillito, Avra

Valley, the Yaqui Community near Marana and Catalina; and, (3) The Ajo Area

in western Pima County, which includes Ajo, Lukeville and Why. In addition

to serving people in these communities, the Rural Intervention Counselors

also serve people in the rural surrounding areas.

During the assessment process the consultant preparing this report

interviewed a number of persons in each of these areas. The purpose of

these interviews was not only to assess the Rural Intervention Project, but

also to learn about these communities, the surrounding areas, and the nature

of the problems that people who live there are faced with. During these

interviews several impressions emerged as people shared their opinions and

information in response to questions about their communities.

1. Each community/area is different from the others.
These differences are noticeable in terms of populaticff
characteristics, geography, economics and the level of
human service resources available (mostly not available)..-

2. None of-the school districts has' an ALOquate level of
social. services available to serve all the youth who need
such assistance.

3. People in each area seem to have pride in their community
and an attitude of self-sufficient independence,from the
major metropolitan area of Tucson. Many people never, or
rarely, go to Tucson. In the case of social services which
may be needed, the reluctance to go to the "city" is more
than the distance of miles. It appears to be a combination
of distance, cost and a reluctance to acknowledge that pro-
blems do exist for which they may need help. The quality
of life is noticeably different from that in the Tucson
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urban area. Also, some people who are used to the open
spaces of rural areas are not comfortable in a formal
social agency office setting.

4 There are few, if any, human service resources
available for youth and families. In many cases
the only services which are available are provided
by charitable individuals or by agencies that extend
their service from the Tucson. Metropolitan area.
There are a few exceptions to this, but there are
no services other than the school systems which are
specifically "youth oriented" in these areas.

5. Youth have very little to look forward to in the way
of opportunities for meaningful involvement In their
own communities. Jobs for youth are almost non-existant.
Many youth have nothing to look forward to, except too,
possibly work as an agricultural laborer. Many youth,
leave their home communities after high school to seek.
employment. Very few youth in these areas aspire to,
or see, higher education as being within their reach.

6. Many families exist in poverty conditions and see little
or no opportunity for improvement.

7. People in these rural areas have just as many problems as
city people, but far fewer resources to help resolve them.

8. In some areas there is an influx of families with child-
ren, who are moving to the rural areas with the false
expectation that there are "no problems" there and that
their children will be "better off" than they would be
in a larger city.

9. Public transportation and/or access to public transportation
is extremely limited or non-existant.

This report is about the Rural Intervention-Project, which is designed

to develop and provide services to youth and families in these rural

community areas.
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IV. THE RURAL INTERVENTION PROJECT DESIGN AND OPERATION

Essential-to the sound development and operation of the Rural Inter-

vention Project is the clarity and practical applicability of the operational

concepts upon-which the project is based. It is important that the program

design include concepts which (1) are easily communicated to and understood

by others, (2) lead to clearly defined strategies of implementations and

(3) capture the imagination and support of persons who participate in and/or

cooperate with the program. in various ways.

Because of the nature of the Rural Intervention Project, which encom-

passes a wide rang' of activities and services, the need for clear conceptual

development and program design is perhaps a more significant concern than

is the case with programs that provide only one type of service., The fact

that the Rural Intervention Project seeks to provide remedial services and

and also facilitate a community developmentproblem-solving process in the

communities /areas served requires performing several major funCtions:

('1) identifying. problems which impact negatively upon young people; (2) de-

signing and conducting educational programs and/or facilitating the mobili-

zation of community resources to solve such problems; (3) working to

strengthen existing youth resources and promoting the development of new

resources when necessary; and 0) promoting positive programs to remedy

conditions that promote delinquency. These functions have been performed well.

These and other functions require a concerted effort by the project

staff to carefully design and interpret each program activity in the context

of the overall mission of-PPEP. Developing and maintaining the necessary

community_understanding and support for the-specific'Rural Intervention

Ci
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Project activities requires that both the Rural Intervention Counselors

and other PPEF,policy level personnel relate to and communicate effectively

with persons at all levels throughout the communities and areas served.

The purpose of this report is to describe and discuss the design and

operation of the Rural Intervention Project. With the above principles in

mind, several observations, suggestions and recommendations are made in the

interest of helping to improve the over-all design and operation of the

Project durig its second year of operation.

A. Goals and Objectives

The following are the goals and objectives established for the

Rural Intervention Project:

Goals

1. Reduce socially unacceptable behaviors in the
youth served.

2. Reduce status offenses in the youth served.
3. Avoid contact between the youth avid families

served and the juvenile justice system.
4. Reduce delinquency and crime in the youth served.
5. Decrease referrals and reduce recidivism to

juvenile court in the youth served.

Objectives and Activities

1. Increase opportunities for youth which are alternatives
to socially unacceptable behavior (eg. defined by'courts
and parents) in the specified community.

a. Establish contacts and rapport.
b. Analyze problems.
c. Assess needs.
d. Counseling and crisis' intervention.
e. Mobilize and facilitate youths to meet and

develop programs to enhance their particular needs.
f. Promote youth advocacy.
g. Involve community groups and organizations in under-

standing youth and making their resources available
to aid in delinquency. prevention.
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2. Increase the ability of youth to deal effectively
with their environment, time, and energy.

a. Provide individual, group, and family counseling.
b. Organize discussion groups about specific concerns.
c. Enhance skills and problem solving ability.
d. Mobilize and facilitate youth to meet and

develop programs to enhance their particularneeds.

3. Increase alternatives for the police, schools, and the
juvenile.court in regards to their interaction with
the youth and their families.

a. Analyze problem.
b. Assess needs and alternatives.
c. Establish community contacts and rapport.
d. Provide liaison between the law, the schools,

the community, and the youth.
e. Consult with outside resources (psychologists,

police, consultants, library).
f. Involve community groups and organizations.

4. Increase school (teacher and administrators) and legal
(sheriff and juvenile court) sensitivity to youth prob-
lems and concerns.

a. Establish contacts and rapport.
b. Provide liaison.
c. Disseminate educational materials and information.
d. Consult outside resources.
e. Involve community groups, organizations and key people.

The above statements of goals, objectives and activities clearly indicate

the purpose, scope and nature of the Rural Intervention Project. Clearly

stated goals and objectives are an important aspect of program design that

helps to facilitate sound program operation and evaluation. Evaluation con-

sists, for the most part, of a set of measurements of the degree to which

goals and objectives are achieved.

This report is focused primarily on a process descriptiVe level of

evaluation which helps to document the degree of satisfaction expressed by

those persons concerned with the project. This level of evaluation can also

be of assistance in improving the design and operation of a project or program.

2 u
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With some concerted effort to continue to refine and state the goals

and objectives of the project in measurable terms, the possibility of con-

ducting a more precise level of evaluation to determine the -impact of the

continuing operation of the project would be greatly enhanced. It is

hoped that the contentin the remainder of this section of this report and

the related appendix materials will be helpful in this regard. A concerted

and thoughful application of the following concepts and principles will

enhance the capacity for a more vigorous level of evaluation activity re-

garding the Rural Intervention Project during its second year of operation.

It is suggested that, based on the experience of the first year of

operation, that a continued effort be made to refine the goals and objec-

tives of the Rural Intervention Project in each community/arei served. As

envisioned by the consultant preparing this report, the goals of the Pro-

ject should be within the over-all mission of PPEP.

The tu.szion is a general, but clear statement of the purpose of the

organization and should apply to each project, program and service of PPEP.

The goats are clear statements of the end luswets on conditions to be.
./

4sought by PPEP through the Rural Intervention Project. Objectives are

descriptive of shorter range and more specific conditions to be accomplished

in pursuit of the goals. Activi.tim are a set of specific steps capable

of achieving the stated Project goals and objectives. Establishing a

timetable with specific deadlines related to each activity, objective

and goal is essential for measuring progress during the course of

project operation:
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It id Aecommended that:the RuAat Intetventi.on PAojest sta66 use a

simptiiied management by objectives apptoach to ganning, managing and

dothmenting_majoit Rultae Intmention PAoject community devetopment and

pAogAam activities. The "Project Worksheet," which is included as Appen-
e.

dix C to this report,is a simplified management by. objectives (MBO)

instrument whfch can be useful in planning programs and projects in a

manner which facilitates sound program operation and which also provides

a good basis for documenting, measuring and evaluating results. Consistent

use of this or a similar MBO instrument in the planning and *ration of

the Rural Intervention Project as a whole or with individual program activi-

ties, as_appropriate, will greatly enhance future accomplishments and the

capacity for on-going evaluation-of the impact of the project.

"A Brief Examination of Program Evaluation Levels and Indicators of

the Ability to Evaluate," which is included as Appendix D to this report,

provides some helpful illustrations about levels of program evaluation and

factors which are important to the'program design, management and evauatiun

tasks. This may be useful. in assisting the Rural Intervention Project ;in,

considering what the on-going in -house level of evaluation can and shoul

The cost of evaluation can vary considerably with the level of evalua

tion performed. Efforts to determine "measurement of effectiveness" and

"system impact" can be quite expenOve and -most, funding sources do not.pro-

vIde sufficient resources for these levels of evaluation. The costs of \

"monitoring," "process description" and "outcome description," however, are

much less expensive. Evaluation at these levels is usually sufficient to

provide the information necessary for improving program operation and for

sound program management.



Services and Activities

The services and activities of the Rural Inter ention Project

a \r extensive. As described by the Project,Director oordinator,

the services and activities of the Rural Interventfon Project

duriAg its first year of opei-ation were, as follows:

\. Current Services and Activities

,

2/--
1 dividual Counseling: The Rural Intervention i'roject provides
individual counseling to youths and also to paents. Most of
th, individual referrals come through the school, juvenile court

ools, homes,
alt, Reality
in individual
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and other youths. Counseling takes place at sc
parks, and activity centers. Principles of Ges
The aPY, and Transactional Analysis are utilize
cou seling sessions. Having a "low-key," non-threatening
appr ach, the intervention counselors are able to establish
trus ing and meaningful relationships with the clientele they
sery These services were started in May, 1977.

`\Grous Counselin : The Intervention Project utilizes group
counseling frequently with: (1) youth placed in special educa-
tion c asses at the Junior High and High Schools, (2) with youth
that c ntinually demonstrate negative acting-out behaviors in
the cla sroom, (3) with female adolecents who are \experiencing
frustra in and confusing feelings about their growth and develop-,
ment, and .(4)- with parents that are having difficulties communi-
cating with their children and spouses. Through the use of a
group setting, participants are able to receive iaput and feedback
rom others that may have experienced similar difffculties. Each
articipan 'is able to feel support from the other group members.
chniqueS'such as "role-playing, psycho-drama and interpersonal

c mmunicatfon exercises are employed by the Intervention Counselor.
\

\This programovas started in September, 1977.

Famil Counseling: This type of counseling is a verpimportant
com onent of the Rural Intervention Project.' The Intervention
Coun elors provide family counseling on an outreach basis within
the amily's hd e. The Intervention Counselor assesses the need
for family coun eling after' first meeting with the youth who is
experi ncing pro lems at school or at home. The CounSelor presents
himsel as a non-threatening, caring, friend of the youth with
experti e in help ng the family recognize areas of disorganization
or conf ion they ay be experiencing. Once the Intervention
Counsel° is accep ed by the family, the "family syster is examined
and sugge tions to ange are offered. The Intervention Counselor
tries to c nter on s ort-term family therapy when possible and re-
mains aval able as a upportive person as difficulties arise. These
family Coun eling serv"ces were started in June, 1977.
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Crisis Intervention: Emergencies are 'always present within the
scope of the ,Rural Intervention Projekt. Excessive drug usage,
attempted suiCides, runaways, and incorrigible behaviors fre-
quently come to the attention of the Intervention Counselors.
The Counselor goes'Out to the specific client's home, and commu-
nity, develops a plan to calm the situation and utilize other
resources as needed. The Juvenile Court, Child Protective Services
and the Sheriffcs Department have called upon the Intervention
Counselors to intervene in stressful individual and family
situations. The COunselor remains an objective, emphatic and
non-judgmental person, sorting out the precipitating factors of
the crisis and dealing with them in a positive productive manner.
The crisis interventioh services were started in June, 1977.

\\
Community Aide Program: The Rural Intervention Project utilizes
Project PPEP's network' of,Community Aides. In each of the Rural
Communities, PPEP has an aide that is a resident of that commu-
nity. The Aide is a para-professional who works with youths in
recreational activities and \in -less-serious counseling situations.
The Aides are familiar with the residents of the community and
are thus familiar with the prOblems and needs of the community.
The Intervention Counselor coleads groups with the Community
Aides, refers youth to them and receives referrals from them.
The Community Aide Program at PPEP enhances the Rural Intervention
Project and reinforces the non-threatening grass-roots approach
of the Project. This program was, started in. JAnuary, 1977.

Ajo Work Project: In Ajo, the Intervention Counselor\has been

The youth are paid through a Youth Employment Program from the

instrumental in establishing a wol program for adolecent youth.

City of Tucson; and do such jobs as\painting, landscaping, and
washing windows for the physically handicapped, the elderly, or
for the newly established Ajo Youth 'Center. The work project
provides meaningful paid employment to youth who would otherwise
have nothing to do after school. The\Intervention Counselor works
with these youth and the supervisor of\the work program to contin-
ually find more meaningful job assignments. This program was
started in July, 1977.

Community. Aide Tutoring Program: This program was established in
the Sahuarita and Continental geographic areas. The Intervention
COnselor makes referrals to the Community Aide who works with
Juhior High.and High School students. .This program was started
in January, 1978.

Family and. Child Abuse Services: Because of the amount of child
neglect and abuse, the Rural Intervention Project recognized the
need for a specialized service to attend to this problem. The
Intervention Project was instrumental in obtaining a Project PPEP
Family \Counselor through Title XX to work throu hout rural Pima
County with needy children and families that are facing potential
and actual abuse. This program was started in *ember, 1977.
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Planning and Resource Development: The Rural Intervention
Project has spent much effort in bringing resources to the
rural areas that were previously available just in the city.
The Free Clinic, Planned Parenthood, Child Protective Services,Q
and Manpower Development have been involved in sharing their
programs and services with youth and families throughout the
rural areas. The available resources to the communities served
are continually strengthened, when possible.-

Ajo Youth Center: Commencing March 1 ,1978, the Ajo Youth Center
began providing recreational and cultural/educational experiences
to the youth of that community. The Center provides pool and
ping-pong tables, pin ball, dancing and meaningful employment.
The Intervention Counselor put forth tremendous efforts to raise
necessary capital and to gain support of local residents. The
youth also have opportunities to participate in individual and
group counseling with the Intervention Counselor. Through the
available programming of resources, the Ajo Youth Center intends
to reach greater numbers of youth and to fill in a lot of the
free time that youngsters have with meaningful activity.

Continental Community Center: Serving the southern rural areas
of Pima County, the Continental Community Center was established/
January 1, 1978. The Community Center has been serving the rural
areas with a day care center, elderly lunch program, evening
tutoring program, arts and crafts center, and evening recreational
programs. The Intervention Counselor has been providing parents
and youth groups at the Center and involves many youngsters in
the recreational program provided by Pima County Parks and
Recreation. Speaking to fraternal organizations and businessmen
has been a function of the Intervention Counselor to assure the
future of the Center.

2. Services and Activities Completed

Training: The Rural Intervention Project Counselors have provided
training not only to this project but also to the Community Aides,
and other counseling programs at Project PPEP. Training in
individual counseling was conducted.

Grant Writing: The Intervention Counselors have been actively
involved in writing proposals to enhance needed services for
the rural areas. Since the project began Project PPEP has been
helped in establishing a Child Abuse Counselor, Five Community
Aides, the Ajo Work Project and an Alcoholism Counselor. The
Intervention Counselors are continually assessing the needs of
the Rural Communities and assisting other PPEP staff in writing
necessary proposals.

Teacher Training and Consultation: In Sahuarita and Marana, the
Intervention Counselors have set up specific training and consul-
tation for teachers. These sessions have focused on the behavioral
problem student and ways they could work with these youth more
effectively. There have been training sessions for the Junior

23
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:High teachers at Sahuarita Junior High and for the Special
Education dcpartments at Marana and Sahuarita.

Women's Awareness Group: In Marana, the Intervention Counselor
set up a workshop for woman of that community. She presented
the various problems of single-parent families, jobs, education
and family planning. There were' approximately 10 women who
benefited from this workshop. This took place in October, 1977.

Arivaca Camping Trip: In June, 1977, the Intervention Counselor "
planned an overnight camping trip for 13 youth from Arivaca.
The youth enjoyed the experience. Another camping trip is being
planned for the summer of 1978.

3. Services and Activities Pending

Youth Employment Programs: The Rural ntervention Project is
very concerned about the number of unemployed youth in the rural

.

area especially in the summer months. The Project is seeking
fune 'or on-the-job training programs' for between the ages
of Efforts are being coordinated with Vit...Prime Sponsor
of Er ^lent Programs for the county. The Tu6son/Pima Work
Exper.er...e Program has been most cooperative in providing CETA
jobs for low-income youthOowever, the attempt is to reach
greater numbers of youth and provide more meaningful employment.

Cinco de Mayo Celebration: In the Sahuarita and Continental
communities, the Intervention Counselor along with community
residents planned a celebration. The Mexican-AmeriCan Community
shared some of its culture with the other rural communities of
southern Arizona. Much work in publicity, entertainment, booth
selection and receiving donations was coordinated by the Inter-
vention'Counselor. This was the "first annual" celebration.
The purpose is to increase people's awareness of the Mexican-
American contribution in rural Pima County.

Summer Recreation and Counseling Groups: In each of the communities
the Rural Intervention Project serves, there will be at least one /

recreational or counseling group going on throughout the summer
months. Each Intervention Counselor will choose youth that will
particularly benefit by such a group. The groups will be informal,
dealing with parental, peer and sibling relationships, as well as
other interpersonal communication problems the-youth may be
experiencing. There will also be efforts made to have more parents'
groups if the need and desire are there.

University Student Placements: This year, the Rural Intervention
Project plans to utilize students from the Arizona State University
School of Social Work. If approved, the Intervention Project will
have additional personnel involved in individual, group, and family
counseling in the rural communities.
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4. Intra-Agency Involvement (Other PPEP Services and the
Rural Intervention Project)

Community Aide Title XX Program: As mentioned earlier, the
Community Aide Program is an important aspect of the Rural
Intervention Project. The Aides, who reside within their
respected communities, work hand-in-hand with the Intervention
Counselors and provide recreational activities for many yo:Ath .

as well as some counseling.

Manpower Development: PPEP'.s manpower development programs are
an important component and resource for the Rural Intervention
Program. Youth are referred-to this for jobs, GED placement,
and vocational training. Thiskprogram also helps youth with
part-time jobs as they attend;sdhool throughout the year.

Child Abuse Counselor: The Intervention Counselors refer
Title XX eligible clients to the child abuse counselor for
specialized services.. This Counselor is PPEP': liaison person

= to Child Protective Services and also consults with the Inter-
vention Counselors regarding abuse cases that are not eligible.
for Title XX.

Alcoholism Counselor: Under a special grant, PPEP has recently
hired an alcoholism counselor to handle this special problem
area for the entire rural areas of the county. Consultation
and treatment plans are coordinated for families in need and
desirable of this service.-,

Nutritional Services: PPEP has a full-time nutritionist on its
staff. The Intervention Counselors utilize this resource regularly
with many of the low-income faMilies served. This resource has
been of particular help with pregnant women, especially adolescent
women.

Consumer Education Specialist: This service is utilized when
families may be having problems with health and safety of their
homes. The consumer education specialist investigates high utility
bills or lack of maintenance by landlords. This has been very
helpful in addressing the physical needs of low-Ancome clientele.

Rural Transportation Services: PPEP has a rural transportation.
system that has been very important to the recreational and
cultural/educational programs. The transportation system trans-
ports youth of Title XX eligibility into the city for medical,
social, recreational, or educational programs.

Other PPEP. Services: PPEP also has services for migrant farm
workers, including a housing corporation to improve the quality
of life for many farmworking families. All of the staff at PPEP
utilize each other and the Rural Intervention Project staff receives
referrals from and makes referrals to the other programs.
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5. Inter-Agency Cooperation (Other Agencies and the Rural
Intervention Project)

Pima County Juvenile Court Center: In each of the rural communities
the Intervention Counselor works with the Probation Officer who is
responsible for that geographic community. Youth that are referred
to the court for status offenses are referred to the Intervention
Counselors to deal with their presenting problems. For those
cases that nee on-going family counseling the probation officers
refer to the intervention Counselors also.

Child Protective Services: The Intervention Counselors work with
Child Protective Servicet and do on-going family counseling when
necessary. Also, referrals are made to this agency as required
by law.

Free Clinic: ',The Free Clinic is utilized for physicals.of youth,
pregnancy counseling and testing. Clinic staff have cooperated
very well and have visited the schools for special presentations
by the Intervention Counselors..

Planned Parenthood: This organization has been valuable to the
Rural Intervention Project.for educational.materials utilized in
the schools, pregnancy counseling and birth control. The staff
are non-threatening and have a low-key approach with the clients
referred to them.

Tucson/Pima Youth Employment Programs: Along with the PPEP in-
house Manpower Development Program, the Intervention Counselors
work with this County employment service; They provide many'
jobs for youth that are CETA eligible and have been very valuable
for summer youth, employment programs.

Open Inn Runaway Center, Autumn House, and Springboard: The Inter
vention Counselors have made many referrals to these organizations
to provide shelter care to youth that run away from home. They also
involve the families and provide crisis-intervention counseling.

Time Out Program: This program has provided emergency foster
homes to youth that have been abused or potentially abused. Youth
are referred to this program when it is determined that a group
home facility may be inappropriate.

Creative Learning Systems: This organization has assisted the
Rural Intervention Project in working with some youth and parent
groups. Their expertise in developing groups or co-leading
groups is utilized.

Pima County Sheriff's Department: The Sheriff's Department has
been very cooperative in referring families to the Intervention
Project that continually come to their attention' The Intervention
Counselors also work with the School Resource Officers (SROs)
placed in the schools to deal with youth that are having behavioral
problems.
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The services and activities described above represent an excellent

mix of remedial 'treatment and community development services. It is

often difficult for a person trained in the skills of remediation to

also work effectively in the arena of community development. PPEP is-

fortunate to have, as staff for the Rural Intervention Project, three

Intervention Counselors who are well trained and skilled professional

counselors who are'also capable of . ,ctioning as change agents in the

community development process. The range of service options and skills

available through the Rural Intervention Project staff, other PPEP staff,

and the other service resources cooperating with the,Project allows

,considerable flexibility in responding to the needs identified in each

community/area served by the Project.

The consultant conducting thisassessment found that very positive

attitudes were held by those persons interviewed in the communities/areas

served by the Project as a result of the individual, family and group

counseling and crisis intervention services performed by the-Intervention

Counselors. "Generally, there was real appreciation among those who have

made referrals to the Rural Intervention Project of the responsiveness,

the promptness, the follow-up and the ability of the staff to relate to

young people. These are positive strengths of the Rural Intervention

Project that deserve recognition.

The following comments about the Rural Intervention Program were

.received from a representative of the Pima County-Juvenile Court during

the assessment process. Additional comments received from persons

interviewed are included in a later section of this report entitled

"How PersOns Interviewed. View the Project." These comments are included
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here because they speak directly to the scope, nature and quality of

work by the Rural Intervention Project.

I think the fact that.a child who is a potential candidate for
the court system now has a buffer betweeen him/her and the court
is good. Having someone they can talk with and possibly resolve
some problems before they really get in trouble is helpful. For
example, an awful lot of kids that may be on the verge of running
away, if they know that they can talk to the Counselor in,confi-
dence, they will do it. I don't know of a kid yet that has run
away without the intent of coming back home or wishing that they
could have solved the problem without running away. Even problems
like smoking marijuana, drinking and things like that which could
result in a youth being referred to the court can sometimes be
resolved. It's in the area of prevention and diversion. If the
Rural Intervention Counselors were not there, then we would see
a lot more kids being referred to the court...

Project PPEP,_on the whole, has staff that are extremely people
oriented, whether they are working with youth or adults. They
have a firm belief that they can offer people ways to improve
their lifesyle. And, if you look at their record, they have
done it. I think the most unique thing about them is what a lot
of other programs lack,°the ability to create and,then get the
hell out and let the community cwn it. A lot of the programs
that PPEP has done; you don't see PPEP's name on them, but when
they left they also left the people with the skills that if
another issue comes up they can, basitally, take care of it
themselves. To me that is extremely important. In a sense, I
see the Rural Intervention Counselors doing the same thing. If
they can go in and help to identify the problems and help to
provide the services directly, or help people to know that they
can go to another agency and get the service they need, then
they have done their job....

Throughout the remainder of this report, several additional obser-'

vations, suggestions and recommendations will be offered, which may, be

helpful in further refining and improving the design and operation of

the Rural Intervention Project.

The ability to perform crisis intervention services is an important

component of the Rural Intervention Project. This is especially so in

the rural areas where there are no other such service resources. ,

Effective crisis intervention by the Project staff can, and does, con-

tribute directly to achieving the objective of providing services which
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will assist youth and their families, within the community, in a way

that will make referral to the Juvenile Court unnecessary. Skillful

crisis intervention may be helpful in resolving a stressful situation

without removing a youth from his/her home, or may be helpful in pre-

venting the situation from becoming any worse until it can be resolved

without intervention by an official juvenile justice system agency.

A person or family in crisis is often more susceptible to the

influence of a professional "helping person" at the time of the crisis

than they might otherwise be.

The major observation, worthy of note because of its implications
for social work practice, is the fact that the person or family
in crisis becomes more susceptible to the influence of 'significant
others' in the environment. Moreover, the degree of activity of
the helping person does not have to be high. A little help,
rationally directed and purposefully focused at a strategic time,
is more effective than more extensive help given at a period of
less emotional accessibility. In addition, the helping person
needs to view himself as intervening in a social system as part
of a network of relationships and not as a single resource. These
considerations raise tnportant issues for the activities of all
helping professions, not only for social work. There is a need to
develop programs and skills that are geared to making help, rapidly
available at, times and places where a state of crisis may. develop.
Only then can preventive or corrective intervention be maximally
effective. 7

The above theory is directly applicable to the experience of the

Rural Intervention Project and is also consistent with the intent of the

JJDP Act, which advocates treating the youth in the "least restrictive
U

alternative appropriate to the needs of the child and the community."

Although the Rural Intervention Project is not identified as a Youth

Service Bureau (YSB), some of the key concepts normally associated with

the conceptual design and operation of YSBs are apparent in the stated

purpose goals, objectives and services of the Rural Intervention Project.

The concepts of service brokerage, resource development-and-systems
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modification are consistent with the purpose and some of the program

activities of the Rural Intervention Project to date. Programs that

carry out such functions are normally considered to be and are identified

as community-based delinquency prevention programs.

Service BrAerage. The Youth Service Bureau bridges the gap
between available services and youth in need of/them by referral
and follow-up. It acts as an advocate of the,child to see that
he gets the service he needs, and it strives, to avoid any sugges-
tion of stigma so that those in need of assistance will pot be
reluctant to seek it. However, it does not intervene in the
lives of children and their families if its services are not wanted.
Byreceiving voluntary referrals and making referrals to other
agencies, with the consent of the child or his parents, the YSB
can free court intake departments and probation officers to deal
with more serious offenders. It can prevent minor behavior pro-
blems from reaching serious proportions and ,can keep within the
community the responsibility for--and the solution to--behavior
problems. Furthermore, it avoids associating the minor offender
with sophisticated delinquent youth. All this is possible, how-
ever, only if law-enforcing agencies, parents, the general public, 8
and youth itself have confidence in the quality of service delivered.

It is important to understand that the major coftspt which underlies

the service brokerage function is not just information and referral.

is instead a vigorous role of serving as an advocate oti the child and /on

tiamity to oee that helahelthey get the 4setviee4 needed. The key concepts

here are need, At40U4Ce6, /belie/ time, advocacy and tiottow-thitough.

Resource development. It is of'little value merely to divert
a youngster from the justice system unless the resources he
requires to stay-clear of it are identified and supplied.
Therefore the Youth Serv''Ice Bureau works with citizens in develop-
ing new resources where they are, lacking..., the bureau encourages
exisiting agencies to expand their programs or develop specialized
services for disadvantaged youth. The bureau works to strengthen
these agencies rather than attempting itself to fill the gaps;
it obtains data on gaps in youth services but passes the information
on to whatever authority has responsibility for establishing
priorities.

Systems Modification. jhere is little sense in helping a young
person adjust to home, school, and community difficulties without
also intervening to change the conditions that create them. There-
fore the Youth Service Bureau seeks to modify, in established



institutions, those attitudes and practices that discriminate
against troublesome children and youth and thereby contribute
to their antisocial behavior. It constructively challenges
public school and agency procedures that affect youth adversely
and it guides citizens and groups in,fact-finding and fact-
dissemination. It is the bureau's job to educate, to consult,
to demon5trate, and to resort when necessary to political
pressure to see that resources and institutions are responsive
to needs. 9

The services provided by the Rural Intervention Project are similar
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in scope to the "Service Options of Remediation" and the "service Options

of Prevention" as identified in the article, "Defining and Operationalizing

Prevention - A Major Human Services Task," which is included as Appendix E

to this report. A second article entitled "Excerpts from Juvenile Justice

And Delinquency Prevention;" a 1976 report issued by a national task force

commissioned by LEAA to further the work of the National Advisory Commission

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, is also included as Appendix F

to this report. This article defines and describes the often used terms

of "primary," 'secondary," and "tertiary" prevention.

It is important to recognize that the "Service Options of Remediation"

and the "Service Options of Prevention as described in Appendix E to this

report are not mutually exclusive. There can be a useful mix designed

into a project or program. The choice of service options, however, should

be made on the basis of the purpose, goals and objectives of the project.

This has and is being done in the Rural Intervention Project. Often in

human service programs the service option is seen as the focus of the

program. For example, we often hear of a "counseling agency." In

that instance, the client must adapt to the service option available if

. that organization is to be'utilized.

One of the greatest and continuing challenges being faced by any,

community-based delinquency prevention program is how'to define and fully
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operationalize concepts of "prevention" to achieve the greatest possible

benefit from available resources. There are many points of view and

little agreement in the field of juvenile just; R about how to prevent

delinquency. Delinquency prevention is a difficult goal to achieve.

The problems of delinquency in rural Pima County are very real. The
4

questions of "What can the Rural Intervention Project do to help prevent

and/or reduce delinquency?" and "How can it be accomplished?" are important

questions to consider in the continuing efforts of the Rural Intervention

Project.

In an effort such as the Rural Intervention Project it is crucial

that the service options chosen are appropriate for achieving the results

that are desired. While it is probably sound for the Project not to rule

out the use of any of the above mentioned range of service options in its

search for ways to work effectively with and for young people, it is obvious

that some strategic choices have to be made in the interest of sound manage-

ment of limited resources. Specifically, care must be taken to assure that

staff do not become over-extended as the Project is continued and future'

services and activities are developed and undertaken. This observation

applies to the Project in general and also to the specific design of the

program in each-community the Project serves.

In considering specific program designs for prevention it is important

to identify and view each factor (or problem) believed to contribute to

delinquency in a specifiC community (for example: peer pressure, lack of

maningful employment opportunities for youth, family structure breakdown,

youth-adult communication, lack of opportunities for youth involvement in

decision making processes that, affect. youth, etc,) in relation to the

following questions:
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1. Is this factor something an individual young person can
control, or is it a situational matter that is beyond the
control of that individual?

2. In order to do something about this factor, do your program
strategies emphasize attempting to change the behavior of a
young person or group of young people, or should they empha-
size trying to change the behavior of an adult or a group of
adults?

3. In order to carry out these strategies, will you need to use
individual remediation skills, or will you need to use
community and organizational change skills?

Careful analysis of the factors believed to contribute to delinquency

in a specific community, with people who live in that community, in the

manner suggested by these questions is one way of beginning to identify

and analyze the beliefs that people in that community have about delin-

quency. The information resulting from this process is useful in consider-

ing the nature and emphasis of the Rural Intervention Project's program

activities. It can also provide some useful indicators for serious

consideration about the way limited staff and financial resources are used.

It would be useful to conduct this process with a number of youth and

adults in each community served by the Project to compare the "beliefs"

of youth to the "beliefs" of adults. This would help indicate how young

people view local delinquency problems and also how they view the community

in which they live. Analysis of such perceptions, when compared with views

held by adults in the same community, would give some indicators for

community development program activities, which could result in new

opportunities for youth and adults to work together in areas of common

concern and understanding. It is always a very enlightening experience

for younj people and adults of all ages to find out what each ,other really

thinks and to see each other as mutual resources for problem solving.

An important factor in the community development approach to delin-

quency prevention is that individuals' in each area/community, both youth
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and adult, have a meaningful opportunity to become involved in the process

of establishing program priorities and creating and/or changing conditions

that affect them. It is extremely important to,recognize that the Rural

Intervention Project cannot do this "to" or "for" a community. It can,

however, facilitate the process and serve as a helpful and guiding resource

which enables persons within a community to identify and resolve their

own problems through a positive process of "community" planning and action.

It is probable that, at times, the people who become involved will

be most concerned about creating and providing recreational opportunities

for youth. At other' times the-concern may be more about developing job

opportunities or reducing school problems, such as truancy, absenteeism

and dropouts. Other people will likely be most concerned about planning

specific programs to reduce vandalism or other overt juvenile delinquency

offenses.

No program should be developed just because it sounds like a good

idea, or just because some individual, organization or agency wants to do

it, or because similar programs have worked well elsewhere. Each individual

program or resource should be developed to serve a specific and identified

need.

It .us xecommended that the Rana. Intetvention Ptoject zed?. to 6unthek

deveeop and eztabtizh itz wee as a delinquency pnevention/youth deveeop-

ment ke/sourtce thnoughoutwtat Pima County. The chateenge Sac ing the

Runge Inteuention Pkoject £6 ,not that L prevent delinquency an zueve

ate. o6 the ptobtemz aliliecting youth in kultaZ Pima County by itLetii. To

expect zuch a kezuZt (nom thLs one Pkoject with limited zta66 and iiinanciae

Aezourtees wowed be both inappkopitiate and unkeazonabte. As a result of

its past and current efforts, however, the Rural Intervention Project/PPEP

has gained much knowledge about juvenile delinquency in rural Pima County.

36
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This experience includes a broad base'of knowledge about both the problems

which negatively affect young people, the services available to assist

young people, and the opportunities which are available to youth for

meaningful involvement.

As envisioned by the consultant preparing. this report, the ta6k

the Rukat Intekvention Ptoject can appkopkiatety be descnibed as teatning

litom and buitding on these expert fences to become a continuing and viabte

nuounce which chateenge4 and a6.64.6to each agency, otganization, and

once/tried inditaduab within the 4maLe communitie4 and nunat akea4 P\blia

` County to di6covet new ways pteventing detinquency and pnomoting the

weft- being o theit young peopte.

This challenge can be summed up by asking: Now can nesoukce4 within

and avaitabt.e. to eachcommunity/akea nu/Lae Pima County be mobiZized,

engaged, enab'ed and a44iated to worth coopertat,ivety and cottaboAativety

together in dizcoveking way4 to ionevent deeinquency, provide needed Youth

4e vices and pkovide po4itive and meanigliut oppoAtunitieh lion youth

devetopment?

A basic assumption reflected by the above question is that juvenile

delinquency and its prevention are community problems and responsibilities,

and both the contributing factors and the solutions are to be found in the

community.

C. ,(:)mmunity Relations
v ,

Throughout the interviews-with people in eaccommunity/area served

by the Project, it was apparent that the Intervent7n Counselors have

expended considerable effort to develop and maintain good working relation-

ships with clients, other interested individuals and representatives of
4
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other human service resources that relate to each community. Many of

the comments received about the project and the staff, during these

interviews,were impressive and indicate that the purpose of the project

is generally understood and accepted. Also, the Intervention Counselors

are seen as very positive resources by those persons who are familiar

with their efforts. The staff have been successful in establishing

positive and trusting relationships and have clearly communicated the

purpose of the Project so it is understood 11 others.

A review of the implementation and operational activities of the

Project reveals a concerted effort to determine the need for and to pro-

vide services and activities which are consistent with the specific and

identified needs of each community. This approach to project implementa-

tion and operation has been an important factor in the development and

maintenance of the good community relations for the Project which currently

exist.

During the initial months of project implementation, the Intervention

Counselors visited with people in each community/area to determine what

'needs and resources existedLin each area and what services offered through

the Project might apply. Ilerous contacts were made with civic organiza-

tions, law enforcement human service organizations and individuals.

These contacts served to info m people in each area about the Rural Inter-

vention \Project and also helpe to specifically orient each Intervention \

Counselor to many of the individuals and the different needs and resources

of each community.

Three important.aspects of a program's community relations are its

visibility, credibility and efficacy. These terms are defined and

described in "Relating to the Comthunity" which is included as Appendix G
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to this report. The Rural Intervention Project has excellent visibility

in the Sahuarita and Ajo areas. Visibility is also present,, but to a

much lesser degree, in the Marana area. Project visibility in the

Marana area has been increased considerably during recent months. The

degree of visibility of the Project in each community/area is in direct

relation to the scope and nature of the Project's activity in each area.

Based on the comments receiv'd during the assessment interviews, it

is also apparent that the Project has established credibility in relation

to the services and activities undertaken in each community and the per

ceived competence of the Rural Intervention Project/PPEP staff in carry-

ing out these activities.

Efficacy takes longer to achieve, but if the Project continues to

develop and operate as well throughout the second year as it has the first

year, its efficacy can be well established through continued tangible

accomplishment of clearly stated goals and objectives for Project opera-

tion in each community/area served.

D. Youth Involvement

As stated in the introduction to this report the definition of a

"community-based" program or service, as outlined in Section 103 (1) of

the JJDP Act, includes "community and consumer participation in the

planning, operation and evaluation" of such programs.

Meaningful and effective youth involvement are attractive concepts

which are often talked about but seldom achieved. Several approaches to

implementing the concept of youth involvement are described in "Youth

Involvement," which is included as Appendix H to this report.

It is of vital importance that the Rural,` Intervention Project
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activities continue to be relevant to the needs of youth in rural Pima

County. Opportunities for "meaningful" youth involvement in any community,

as perceived by youth, are extremely limited. The communities throughout

rural Pima County are certainly not exceptions to this.

It is recommended that a 4y4tematic and 4suAtained e66ott be made to

liukthek develop and maintain 4igni6icant youth (and parent) invotvement in

the ptanning, opera ion and on -going evatuation o6 the Rukat Intekvention

Ptoject. Some project activities, more than others, lend themselves to

creating "significant" opportunities for youth and adult citizen involvement.

The community development philosophy subscribed to by the Rural Intervention

Project/PPEP is an excellent approach to community problem solving which

offers such opportunities for involvement.

The authors of Juvenile Delinquency Programs, a 1974 evaluation of the

literature on policy related research on the effectiveness of prevention

programs, present some important views in this regard.

..We are beginning to recognize that delinquency prevention
involves many factors...

Howeve'r, some methods of delinquency prevention or reduction
are more effective than others. Educational and vocational
projects, community treatment programs, the use of volunteers
and nonprofessionals, aid youth service bureaus all show some
sign of effectiveness. Further evaluation and documentation.
of this effectiveness is needed, however...

We must be willing to engage in risk-taking by trying out new
programs. A large amount of anecdotal evidence indicates that
people do respond to responsibility when given an opportunity
to play leadership roles, to make decisions for which they
are accountable, and to take charge of their own lives. Young
people have demonstrated that they are capable of learning how
to make mature, responsible decisions. 6

The Intervention Counselors are currently working to organize/Rural

youth Councils in the Sahuarita and Marana areas. If these efforts are

productive, some significant new opportunities for youth involvement will

40
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be created. Parent involvement in this process could/would also be of
n

benefit. Care should be taken, however, to design and manage the in-

volvement to accomplish a positive youth-adult experience. An important

concept to be developed in this approach is that both youth and adult

'participants have a meaningful opportunity to become involved in the pro-

cess of establishing program priorities and creating and/or changing

conditions that affect them. As mentioned earlier in this report it is

always a very enlightening experience for young people and adults of all

ages to find out what each other really thinks and to see each other as

mutual resources for problem solving.

When such experiences are generated in a positive fashion, they can

result in a significant "community problem' solving process" which promotes

and helps to establish youth development/delinquency prevention efforts

with a broad base of community support and enthusiasm.

OVerreliance on "adult wisdom" is a characteristic of many communities,

a practice which tends to prevent the development of respect for the opinions

of young people as- consumers of the service provided by resources which

exist for their well-being. When this occurs, it results in: (1) a valuable

resource forPositive change not being used; (2) youth oriented organizations

not being as relevant to the needs of young people as they could be; and

(3) an opportunity to allow and encourage young people to become responsibly

and meaningfully involved in a process that can be significant to and for

them being lost.

This observation suggests that an effective approach to preventing

delinquency and/or creating positive opportunities for youth development

must involve many people working together, including young people. Youth

represent, a resource for problem solving that is often overlooked. Young

4
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pea/aft and adutt6 can ioAm a creative pattneuhip .to dizcovet wayz o6

pAomoting the weet-being co6 youth a community. It is unfortunate

that most adults see youth as "the problem" rather than as a resource

for problem solving. When the condition is created where youth and adults

see each other as mutual resources for problem solving, it can be, and

usually is, a meaningful and productive experience for all who are in-

volved in the process. This condition does not happen by accident. It is

a process which must be carefully developed and implemented so it will

produce a meaningful result for the participants. Once a "successful"

experience has been achieved, it becomes easier for youth and adults to

continue to work together in areas of mutual concern and interest.

E. Organization and Staffing

The Youth Coordinator of Project PPEP is responsible for the overall

program planning and administration of youth services and programs for

PPEP. In this capacity he serves as the Project Director for the Rural

Intervention Project and is, accountable directly to the Executive Director

of PPEP. He also serves as one of the Intervention Counselors for the

Project. His time is devoted approximately 30% to administration activities

and approximately 70% to work in the field as the Intervention Counselor for

the Sahuarita area.

The other two full-time project staff are the Intervention Counselors

for the Marana and Ajo areas. These Counselors are accountable directly

to the Project Director and work under his general supervision.

The Project also receives the services of a one-quarter-time secretary.

She is accountable to the Project Director for work regarding the Rural

Intervention Project.

A



Due to the nature of the Rural Intervention Project and the logistics

of the geographic area served, it is necessary that each Intervention

Counselor be ableto function on a semi-independent tasis without close

day-to-day supervision. Each Counselor is responsible for covering a
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geographic area of approximately 700 square miles.

The Project Director/Intervention Counselor serving the Sahuarita

area was employed on May 15, 1977. The Intervention Counselor working in

the Ajo area was employed on July 15, 1977. The initial ,Counselor in the

Marana area began work on May 24, 1977, but left the position effective

at the end of February, 1978. A new Intervention Counseldr for the Marana

area was employed effective March 1, 1978. This was the status of the

Project staff as of the end of the first year of project operation on. May

30, 1978.

As listed in the job description for the Rural Intervention Counselors,

the nature of the work and the primary duties and responsibilities are as

follows:

Nature of Work:

This employee will be involved primarily in providing direct counsel-
ing services to those youth and their families in rural Pima County
who have a potential for the development of incorrigible and/or
delinquent behavior. The counselor will be mobile,. providing services
in the rural communities, in the schools, and in the client's homes.

Primary Duties and Responsibilities:

1. Will provide crisis intervention, short-term therapy and group
counseling to rural youth.

2. Will provide individual and family counseling on an outreach
basis in the clidnt's home environment.

3. Will provide information and referral as appropriate.

4. Will work with youth -firthe -s-ch-o-o;1s ing'and facilitate open
communication between those youths and school officials and/or
teachers.



5. Will act as advocate for rural youth in receiving necessary
services or in developing appropriate relationships with others.

. Will work closely with Project PPEP staff and Community Aides
that live within the communities.

7. Will coordinate activities with local schools, Sheriff's
Department, community centers, and community leaders.
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8. Will keep case records of youth and families served as well as
necessary statistics to assist in compilation of quarterly and
final reports.

9. Other duties as assigned.

The Intervention Counselors meet approximately every two weeks with

all of the PPEP Counselors, and coordinate with and work with other PPEP

staff as needed and appropriate. The Project Director meets individually

with the other two Intervention Counselors approximately, but not always,

once a week to supervise and to exchange necessary job related information.

Normally, he meets with the Ajo Area Counselor on Mondays and the Marana

Area Counselor on Thursdays.

The Rural Intervention Projept staff have not met regularly .as a staff

unit. Attempts were made to meet on a monthly basis, but this schedule

was not maintained because of tie logistical difficulties of getting all.

three staff members together at the game time. BecauSe each of the three'

works in.several different communities/rural areas of PiMa County which

are separated by considerable distance, and because of the nature of the

job pressures of workload management in each of these areas, staff meetings

with all three present have not been regular. As indicated to the conL

sultant conducting this assessment, the PPEP Counselor meetings have been

helpful, but it is observed that these meetings do not provide adequately

for the staff development needs of the. Rural Intervention Counselors. The

absence of regular Project staff meetings, as indicated above, seems to.
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be, at least in part, due to a reluctance to take time away from other

pressing responsibilities and in part due to some uncertainty about how

to overcome the operational logistics to develop a teamwork approach-.

One,of the most important operational responsibilities of a Project

--Di reefo r-4s-to-devel Gp-and-manage-fhe-staff-resourGes-avazilable-to-Ganry

out the required project activities in the most effective manner poisible.

This requires a basic awareness of the skills, capabilities, interests

and relationships of each individual-staff member. Also needed is an

awareness of the staff development needs and potential of the staff members,

both individually and as a group.

The capabilities of the Rural Intervention Project staff could be

strengthened with more of e .eamwork approach. One impression received

,by the consultant is that staff, to a degree, have essentially "done their

own thing" without the level of reinforcement and support that could be

developed with more of a "teamwork" style of Project operation. The logis-

tical problems that will have to be overcome to accomplish this are con-

siderable, but it can be done. During the individual interviews, each staff

Memberseemed to indicate a. desire to move beyond this beginning experience

to develop a greater capability to fulfill the purpose of the Rural Inter-

vention Project.

It is suggested that a systematic schedule of Project staff meetings

be established to facilitate (a) sharing necessary job related information,

(b) working_ together to resblve-operational problems and (c) reviewing

current activities and planning for future program consistent with the

purpose_of the Rural Intervention Project and the over-all mission of PPEP.

Each meeting should have a specific agenda and objectives to be accompliShed.
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It-is also suggested that the staff meeting for addressing operational

concerns and problems%and the meetings for developmental planning important

for the future of the Rural Intervention Project be conducted at different

times. If this content separation is not made, the urgency of resolving

operational concerns may prevent the needed discussion, planning and pro-

gram design activity important for long-range development. These meetings

need not be time consuming.

should be adequate.

It £s recommended that an in-zekvice 4taii6 devetopment pkognam be undek-

taken to zyztematicatty build and mort e44ectivety uze .the Runge Intetvention

Pkoject/PPEP zta44 capacity to achieve.the 4utt potential. o4 the Runge'

Intekvention Project az a detinqUency ptevention/youth development kezouxce.

It is suggested that a major portion of this effort be devoted to the con-

cepts and strategies of a community development approach to delinquency

prevention. At best, such a program of staff-development should be closely

related to the tasks that are being performedlby members of the staff team.

Such a program might be organized around the following:

1.' Concept development

2. Management skills

3. Technical skills

4.' Relationship skills

The concept development skills area includes' the ability to translate

theory into specific program design to accomplish the desired goals and

objectives. The management skills area includes such matters as planning,

management by objectives, team building among staff and proposal develop-

ment. The technical skills area includes a wide range of skills needed to

carry out various aspects of training, program and organizational development

Brief,, well planned and conducted meetings

46
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strategies. These are skills which few human service professionals have

developed or use. The relationship skills area includes group leade-rship,

conducting effective meetings, engaging people (both youth and adult) in

problem solving; etc.

The suggestions offered here are intended to present.the challenger to

develop an atmosphere in which people can freely-verbalize their concerns,

overcome any interpersonal obstacles which may prevent them from getting

their jobs done well, and participate cooperatively in building the current

and future program efforts of the Rural Intervention Project.

It can be useful at times to engage a skilled facilitator from outside

the agency who has no personal ties with any staff member and no past

experience with the program to assist-in team building. Such people can

be identified with little difficulty in an urban area like Tucson. Often

a trainer or mangement consultant from a local industry or business will

work with a human service agency in this regard as a public service.

To enter into this kind of experience involves some risk because each

. member of the staff, to make it useful and productive, needs to learn to

share feelings, confront others, constructively, and have his/her own behavior

confronted to move toward more effective ways of working together. Effective

team building does not happen by accident. It takes careful planning,

commitment and a lot of hard work.

Actually, this kind of team building experience not.only enables a

staff team to function better internally, but it can become part of the

staff development-program. The interpersonal skills that can be learned

through team building are also skills which can be applied in the delivery

of programs and services. They are basic skills in relating to both youth

and adults and to other human service professionals as well.
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Many of the considerations discussed above relate to developing skills

for working in the areas of prEvention and community development. When a

new program enters this somewhat unexplored arena on an experimental basis,

it is,discovered rather quickly that some of the more familiar methods of

remediation do not apply.. This creates problems for staff as they give,

shape to their jobs and as they attempt to'interpret-their program to others

in the community.

The consultant found the Rural` Intervention Counselors to be committed to

pursuing the direction the Project has taken, but understandably desirous

of increasing their skills in the pursuit of the project's goals and

objectives. It should be reiterated, ':.hough, that some good experien'Ce has

been gained in the operation of the Rural Intervention Project to date which

can be built upon in the months ahead.

The skills needed to pursue the service options of 'prevention and

community development fall into several areas. They can be placed upon a

continuum with the skills needed for remediation, and at several places

they will coincide: Generally speaking, interpersonal skills are common

to both remediation and community development as are some management skills.

It frequently happens that a remedial need of an individual, a family, or

a group of young people points to or becomes the occasion for a community

development service.

For example, a critical situation involving a youth or group of young

people may occur, calling for crisis intervention skills to respond to the

immediate situation. As the crisis subsides and underlying factors begin

to become clear, other skills may be called upon to deal with those factors.

These mightAnclude the skills of:

4J



1. Problem analyst

2. Community assessor

3. Planner

4. Researcher

5. Community organizer

6. Mediator

43.

7. Facilitator

8. Organizational development consultant

9. Trainer

10. Parent educator

11. Advocate

A well designed staff development program will address these areas

on a systematic basis to assist staff in becoming more familiar with and

experienced in the skills needed. Various staff members already possess

skills in some of these areas. An inventory of the staff skills can be

useful to Identify both strengths and gaps.

One approach to this would be to have each staff person list the five

or more areas in which he or she perceives himself/herself to be most

competent. These lists could be shared within the group, and the per-
!

ceptions of the other staff members about each person could be added. With

this identification of strengths a chart could be developed with the skill

areas across the top and the names of staff persons down the side. With

this kind'of matrix the blocks can be filled in to pinpoint the staff's

identified skills. The blank squares show skill deficits. This can

become the beginning of a plan both to support the continuing development

of the strengths and to overcome the deficits.

45
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One operational principle is that it is not necessary for the Rural'

Intervention Project, staff to possess all the skills necessary to achieve

the Project's objectives. Rather, the staff can carry a facilitating role

to engage others in the community with needed skills to join an ad hoc

team to carry the appropriate tasks. Thus some on-the-job-training can

result for the Project staff_as-they=work-with-these persons.

As skills needed to carry out necessary tasks are identified, a

systematic approach to staff development can be undertaken. The staff

team can create some of its own approaches to skill development. When

this is not possible, there are numerous other options to be 'selected. A

variety of training programs are available locally, regionally and nation-

ally.

A-valuable resource located in Madison, Wisconsin is the national office

of the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD). This organiza-

tion provides training and a wide range of materials, publications and audio-

visual aides related to community development training and organizational

development; Local chapters of ASTDAnclude a number of people engaged in

human resource development in a variety of public and private settings.

Relationships can be developed with persons who can be"called upon to assist.

with staff development.

The point being made is_that opportunities for skill building are

available and others can be created with some imagination and a careful

seeking out and use of the possibilities that exist.

F. Budget

The first year grant, as approved by PAG and ASJPA provided a budget

of $50,672 for the R'ural Intervention Project. This budget included $41,622

50
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for salaries and fringe benefits for the project staff, $5,400 fOr necessary

staff travel, $450 for consumable office supplies, and $3,200 for occupancy,

telephone and staff training costs.

The approved second year grant provides a budget of $50,202 forthe

continued operation of the project. This second year budget provides $40,804

for the salaries and fringe benefits for project staff, $5,940 for necessary,

staff travel, $450 for consumable office supplies and $3,008 for occupancy,

telephone and staff training costs.

G. Project Statistics

Table I illustrates the volume and sources of new client referrals

reL,:tiecl curing the first year of operation of the 'Rural Intervention Project.

TABLE I

REFERRAL SOURCES OF NEW CLIENTS
(May 1977 through May, 1978)

Source Number Percent of Total

Juvenile Court 80 15.2%

Law Enforcement 17 3_2%

Schools 126 24.0%

Self 168 32.0%.

Parents 40 7.6%

Department of Economic Security 16 3.0%

Other 78 15.0%
525 100 %

The data in Table I is compiled from the Quarterly Project Progress

Reports, as submitted to ASJPA, covering the first year of project operation.

The primary focus of the Project has been, and is, to provide services to
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youth and families, and to assist in the development of local resources

which will make referral to the Juvenile Court unnecessary. Th'e fact that

24.0% of the referrals came from schools is a clear indication that school

personnel have come to see tha Project as a useful retource. Also, the

fact that 39.6% of the referrals were made direCtly by youth themselves

and by parents is a good indication that the Project is seen as a helpful

and available local resource in the communities/areas served. The "other"

category includes referrals from such sources as churches, community leaders,

.other PPEP staff, other clients, neighbors,- relatives, the Free Clinic, Big

Brothers and the Manpower Work Program.

Table II illustrates the statistical breakdown of client contacts by

quarter for the first year of Project operation. This table illustrates

the racial,sex, and age charaCteristics of clients served,and also indicates

the type of counseling provided. Table III is a breakdown of the type of

.counseling provided by geographic area served for each quarter of the first

year of Project operation.

These statistics are helpful in illustrating the scope and volume of

client service activity for the total'Project and in each geographic area

served. It is important to understand that the data in these two tables;.

°reflects the number of "client contacts," and not the number of new clients.

The figures for "individual" and "group" counseling represent the total

number of "contacts" in each quarter and for the total year. The numbers

in the "family" counseling category does not represent the number of individuals

seen, however, but does reflect the number of families with which contacts

were made. It is suggested that these statistics would be a more accurate

reflection of the actual workload of each Intervention Counselor, and of

the Project as a whole, if the number of individuals worked with in each
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TABLE II

RURAL INTERVENTION PROJECT

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF CLIENT CONTACTS BY QUARTER
(May 1, 1977 - May 31, 1978)

First
Quarter

Category (5/77-9/77)

Second
Quarter

(10/77-12/77)

Third
Quarter

(1/78-3/78)

Fourth
Quarter

(4/78-5/78) Total for Year

Number of
Client Contacts----456 763 815 764 2,798

Sex:

Male 242 441 389 364 1,436
Female 214 - - - -, '332

,

416 400 1,362

Racial Breakdown:

1 Anglo 229 458 507- 437 1,631
Mexican-
American 162 185 196 181. 724

, Native .

American 47 82 35 141 305
Black 18 38 77 5 138

Type of Therapy/
Counseling:

Individual 192 320 216 145
,

873
Group 172 312 452 513 1,446
Family 92 131 150 106 - -- 479

Age Breakdown:

18 and over 20 45 - --. 45 52 162
17 78 97 75 65" 315

. 16 85 134 163 117 499
15' 83 162 140 132 517
(4 75

64
117
148

168
170

166
142

526
524

12. 28 36 43 65 172
11 15 13 4 16 48

Under 11 8 12 6 9 35

SOURCE: Project PPEP, Rural Intervention Project



TABLE III

1

, RURAL INTERVENTION PROJECT

TYPE OF COUNSELING BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA AND QUARTER PERIOD

MAY, 1977 OCTOBER, 1977 JANUARY, 1978 APRIL, 1978

TYPE OF through through through' through

AREA` COUNSELING SEPTEMBER, 1977 DECEMBER, 1977 MARCH, 1978 MAY, 1978 TOTALS

Ajo Individual 40 92 62 60, 254
Group 19. 48 48 55 170

Family. 10 27 55 33 125
Ajo

Totals 69 167 165 148 549

Marana Individual

Group

Family

Marana

Totals

77 139 65 39 320

37 40 66 244 387

50 40 35 50 175

164 219 166 333 882

Sahuarita Individual

Group

Family

Sahuarita

Totals

75 69 109 46 299

116 219 340 214 889

32 64 60 23 179

223 352 509 283, 1,367

Project

Totals 456 748 840 764 2,798

SOURCE: Project PPEP, Rural Intervention Project
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family were also indicated.

It is also important to recognize that these client service statistics

do not reflect the community organization and community development activity

of the Project staff. This type of activity, which does not lend itself to

"client data; is an important part of the Project. Activity of this type

fluctuates depending on the nature of the current needs and/or involvement

of the staff in each area served.

H. Additional Information About Project Implementation.

The first "year" of operation for the Rural Intervention Project was

from May, 1977, through May, 1978.. The three Intervention Counselors pro-

vided for in the project budget were recruited, hired, oriented and began

working during the first quarter. Work was begun in both the Sahuarita and

Marana areas in May, 1977, and in Ajo in late July, 1977.

Because all three Intervention Counselors were new.. to the communities/

areas to be served, it was necessary for each of them to take time to visit

and become familiar with the needs and resources of each area. These initial

efforts included efforts to contact and establish working relationships with

individuals and agency resources located in and/or serving each area. The

level of satisfaction expressed by those persons interviewed about their

experience with the Project is a good indication that the expectations that

were established in each area during the early stages, of Project implementation

are being met.

Due to the fact that the Ajo Intervention Counselor was not employed

until JulY, 1t was not possible to make some of the desirable contacts with

school personnel until they returned from their summer vacation schedules.

By the end of the first quarter, however, the Project was fully operational

in each area served.
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For the next several months the Intervention Counselors focused on

furthur establishing the Project, identifying specific needs in each area

served, establishing effective and productive working relationships with

clients and with other human service agencies and other community resources.

The services which were established and the special projects which were

undertaken then and throughout the remainder of the first year of Project

operation are described in the "Services-and Activities" section of this

report.

Beginning with the third quarter of operation there was,a change of

Intervention Counselors in the Marana Area. It was necessary for the new

person to take time to learn about the communities, including the problems

affecting youth and the resources (or lack of resources) available in each

area. Also, it was necessary for her to establish her own working relation-

ships with clients and other resource persons. After the staffing transition

was accomplished, the new Intervention Counselor began to focus more on

outreach to work with families and with the Junior High and Elementary

Schools than was the case before. The outreach efforts were also

extended to work with some clients in the community of Catalina.

By the fourth quarter of project operation, the Project was receiving

an increasing number of referrals from the Pima County Juvenile Court Center

and from the local law enforcement agencies in each area. Also, by this

time, the Project had served far more than 300 youth, as proposed in the

approved-first year grant application.

Many good personal and professional working relationships and trust

have been established by the Rural Intervention Counselors. They have
.0'

worked hard and with a good degree of accomplishment to shape the Project

activities to the specific needs of each community/area served.
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Persons interviewed in each area stated that they see the Project

as a valuable resource and would like to see the services expanded in

the future. Many people stressed the value of having such services

available in small communities and rural areas, because many people who

benefit from the services either cannot afford to, or will 'not, 'go to the

Tucson Metropolitan area for help. The travel time and cost, aris the cost

of paying for services are problems for families in rural areas. These,

problems, no doubt, also exist for some people who live in urban areas.

Also, it'is characteristic of some people, especially in rural areas where

people are not accustomed to the level of social services found in most

urban areas, to have the attitude of "we can handle our own problems,

we don't need help from an outsider."

Because of the approach taken in establishing the Rural Intervention

Project in each community /area served, the InterventiOn Counselors have

done and are doing an excellent job of overcoming.these kinds of concerns.

Because of the personal and professional relationships and trust that have

been established, the Rural Intervention Counselors are not seen as "out

siders," bUt are seen as positive and helpful resources that are available

locally in each community/area served. This is another positive indication

that the services offered have been carefully shaped to meet the identified

needs of people in each community as seen by the people who live and work

there.

I. How Persons Interviewed View the Project

The following comments were received from persons interviewed'during

the assessment process. While this list is fairly extesnsive, it is not

exhaustive. It is, however, representative of the comments received.

it

55
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1. Sahuarita Area

When I have a problem I wouldn't hestitate to call''the Intervention
Counselor, because he would find a way to solve it. He is a good
resource... He is a fine, dedicated and honest young man. The teachers
are impressed....

I think the Interventiori Counselor is doing a terrific job. He really
comes across well with the kids. They like hime, trust him, and can
really talk to him... No one else is trying to work in "the rural areas...
There needs to be more community awareness about the program, to develop
community support....

If I were in a position to fund the progam, I would do it. It is a
worthwhile program... The Intervention Counselor has a good relation-
ship with the schools, other agencies and the community... I've seen
some real good things happen. He is not a part of the system... He
has kept me appraised of things I should know and has worked well with
our Coordinator of Special Education and Psychologist..:.

He (the Rural Intervention Counselor) is a very personable guy. He
gets along with families and youth well and is flexible in his work
with the studenttl.. I 1,muld like to see the program expanded so we
could reach more parents and kids. When I call him it is for extreme
cases. He is spread very thin... Next year we would like to see a
written explanation of his functions and have an in-service with our
teachers about how they can use him to the fullest potential....

I really think the Counselor does an excellent job. He has developed
a good model. The feedback from students is good. He is well trained
in psychodrama and role playing... The feedback is informal but good...
We could use him more... I would like to see PPEP move more from a
crisis intervention to a "prevention" program....

I feel really good about what we are doing with the kids...'The feed-
back on referrals is good, but not as good as I hope it will be...
He doesn't limit himself to classrbom situations. He is well accepted
by the kids and the staff... He (InterventioniCounselor) never really
has time for the two of us to sit down and plan what we are going to
do. He's got' too many things-going... Where do we go from here? He
may have it clear in his mind,but I don't have it clear in my mind...
We' refer students to each other and discuss appropriate therapy. He
helps me a lot to understand student problems... His relationship with
the students is real good. The trust and relationship he has with the
Mexican-American community is excellent... We need more people like
him... I would like to see him have more staff because he runs himself.
ragged....

Prior to the Rural Intervention Project we Aepended on the Juvenile
Court Probation staff but the 'services were not as extensiye. For
the Probation Officer to work with a child it was almost necessary
to make a referral to the court. There, for all practical purposes,
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was not home counseling... It certainly fills a need for many
communities that no other agency seems to have the ability to
serve... I would like to see it become an on-going program....

A very valuable resource in counseling with students, on
down to a one-to-one relationship with the kids and reaching out
to the homes... I have had good feedback from the kids and teachers.
He is able to build a good relationship with the kids. They are
attracted to him because of his personality and the fact that his
mirk with them is confidential....

I think it is great. I can see the results in some of these kids,
in their attitudes; kids are doing more thinking, Trends are
changing, but I think knowing that there is someone they can talk
to helps... He can do what I can't do; he can get out into the
community....

I think the Intervention Counselor is one of the greatest assets
we have around here, he is a key asset... I know that he is working
his butt off and spreading himself too thin... Coordination could
be more developed... I would like to see the schools assume re-
sponsibility for continuing the groups....

He knows the 'community well, works effectively as a Counselor and
does a lot of outreach and makes referrals for academic evaluations....
I think highly of him and his skills, but he has taken on too much
and is overloaded and the time constraints hinder his effectiveness....

He (Intervention Counselor) came up with the idea and took a real
leadership role to help organize the Cinco De Mayo Celebration to
raise money to help save the Old Continental School. He did this
to help the community... Good feedback on referrals... Excellent
relationships... His bilingual ability is'a real asset....

2. Marana Area

In rural areas there aren't many services that have someone who can
refer either the school or the family to the appropriate agency.
PPEP fills that role pretty good... My concern before was the need
for higher accessibility to more people throughout the community,
with some emphasis in the elementary and junior high schools, more
house calls. I understand the new Counselor will be doing more
outreach....

The Intervention Counselor spent a lot of her time here at the school
and we have seen good impact from her efforts... We have consulted
together on some cases involving runaways and family problems....

What she (Intervention Counselor) is doing is great. Everybody gets
along easy with her... She is helping me to set up a meeting and
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helping me learn how to do my job... We will be working together
over the summer to plan youth activities... We are planning to
start an Indian Youth Club for Native American youth here at the
schools....

I refer "family" cases to the Intervention Counselor. She's got
a big heart and a lot of savvy and is not afraid of work... We are
very appreciative of her efforts... I would like to see her here
full-time... I hope she continues much as she is working now....

We have a good thing going with this program now. She is here when
she is supposed to be... The group and individual counseling has
been somewhat productive... We have been very pleased with the pro-
gram.:. Don't think it is fully developed... The home visits are
beneficial. She makes quite a few home visits... I would like to
see a little more work with home situations. This is being develop-
ed....

The new Counselor is doing a really good job. She is doing some
counseling and some special education groups. I don't know her well
enough yet to know fully what her skills are. I feel real positive
about her. She is the closest thing to a social worker we have.

She (Intervention Counselor) has a good approach with people and
and works well with high school girls. She has met with parents
and has had some good experiences... I would like more feedback
and involvement, more information about what the Project is
supposed to do, what things it does best, etc... Where does PPEP
fit in? How much do they want to fit in with the school or function
as an independent agency?

The Counselor tries hard. She makes a real effort with the teachers.
She is here when she says she will be here... The group sessions are
good... It would be helpful to educate the teachers more about how
to use the Counselor, perhaps conduct an in-service in the fall.
This would help the Project build credibility..,.

The Intervention Counselor is the first one that has tried to help...
She had done very well... The feedback from the kids is real good...
I was initially concerned about her ability to relate to improverished
kids but she has related well....

She (Intervention Counselor) is flexible in her work with families...
Not too specialized... Responds to needs when and where they are...
We do some co-counseling and make referrals to each other... We are
all very interested in prevention....

3. Ajo Area

I think the Ajo Youth Center- has a better chance of succeeding than
past efforts because it is a "community" effort. It will take a few
months to know how it will really work out. I think it can turn into
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There is a recognized need to offer a place to the kids where they
can enjoy themselves and get off the street... These young folks
are our citizens of tomorrow and they need direction right now,
not ten years from now... What We are trying to do is get the youth
away from the Devil and into the Youth Center... The youth'worker
(Intervention Counselor) has good rapport with the kids....

The Counselor is a competent person... This is a very giving
community if you can convince them that there is a need... There
is another plus for the Ajo Youth Center -* it isn't plush enough
to make the kids comfortable....

The lack of activities for youth has been a problem.... The Youth
Center will help. We needed people with a positive approach...
If people see it is working it will be O.K., some people are holding
back waiting to see....

5

Because of limited opportunities here some kids who are very talented
never get the chance to use their abilities... We're trying to pro-
mote a lot of things... I think the Ajo Youth Center has a better
chance than past efforts. Past efforts were not well located, well
planned or well managed. Some were profit oriented or religious
oriented... The thing that is different about this Center is that
it is "community oriented" and depends on community support. The
future of this Center depends on the People of Ajo....

My involvement with the Counselor has been very positive. The
feedback on referrals has been good. He establishes good rapport...
It's been really great for me to have his services available... I

perceive his role as a Counselor for youth with problems... The
feedback from parents is great, very positive....

I don't know much about the Youth'Center, it sounds great and I
really hope it works and can grow and develop into something worth
continuing because there is nothing else for kids in Ajo!... I liked
the way he (Intervention Counselor) approached the development of
the Center in that it should be a "community project." He was very
successful with this approach. I hope it goes well because it's the
only thing I see going for kids in Ajo. There is nothing else....

I'M pretty happy that he (Intervention Counselor) is here all the
time. The kids need somebody all the time, not just once or twice
a month... I have made several referrals, the feedback was O.K...
I don't see the Youth Center necessarily as a hangout, it is more
than a building. It is their (youth) own special place where they
can go. The people there are more oriented to the youth than to
other agencies...,I would like to see the kids comfortable enough
with it to use the Center as a focal point for other services. I

would like to see it grow... I am cautious about the future because
so many previous efforts have failed....
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The Counselor has constant contact with the kids who are involved
at the Ajo Youth Center. The kids are excited about it... Ajo has
a reputation for starting out well and then fizzling out... I truly
believe that the thing that will help this Center succeed is to
keep religion out of it....

The Ajo Youth Center - this is a much more organized effort than
anything else we have had in the past. It's off to a good start.
I have my fingers crossed that it will work....

My experience is that he (Intervention Counselor) has been Johnny
on-the-spot. The feedLack has been pretty good on referrals I have
made. I've got confidence in him - he has enthusiasm that is really
neat to see... I really didn't think he would get'the Youth Center
open. It is where it is now because he is willing to walk that
extra mile and do the extra work....

I support the Project's work. I think it has real potential here
in town... I'd like to see the programs continue. 'My opinion of
the Counselor is very high, PPEP is fortunate to have him... There
is a degree of pride that this (Ajo Youth Center) is a community
program. I'd like to see it continued and see more kids partici-
pating in it.. I'd also like it to be fully supported (funded) by
the community....

The Center goals are ideal. I think it is going to go over well...
He (Intervention Counselor) relates well with the youth. I think
he is a good resource for our community... The Ajo Youth Center has
been developed with a "community emphasis," its future depends on
the community. The Board is now relying heavily on the Counselor,
but will begin to assume more and more responsibility. We have some
very qualified people on the Board. It is a good cross representation
of our community... These kids need a place to go... The more we do
the more the community will respond... I think when he (Intervention
Counselor leaves, it will last as a community supported project.
We'll cross that bridge when it comes time to cross it... It is a
healthy and growing thing. We think it's here to stay....

If it (Ajo Youth Center) proves to be .a successful endeavor for
another year, the foundation will be solid enough for it to continue
without him (Intervention Counselor)... There is a need for it. The
people of Ajo have recognized and support it. I think this speaks
well for them... It is a positive influence on the lives of young
people... For Ajo, anything with this kind of activity is a roaring
start... He (Intervention Counselor) has very definitely been a
positive influence in the community of Ajo. It would be good if
he could spend four or five years here to really establish the value
of the resource he represents....

Before he (Intervention Counseldr) came there was no resource avail-
able for counseling and other work with youth, he's the best. He
is here not only one or two days per month, but is full-time... I'll
be very disappointed if he leaves. He is the best we have had in
any of these kinds of programs....
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I do have one concern, is it going to be a'"community" Centerh
if so, it needs community support, or perhaps the community doesn't
need it. He (Intervention Counselor) has done some pretty careful
planning and it has gone a long way., There is a honeymoon period
between the youth and the Ajo Youth Center right now....
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V. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

This report is a descriptive examination of the design, development,

and operation of the Rural Intervention Project. This report also reflects

the perspectives of a variety of persons interviewed about the Project and

about the need for and value of the services provided in rural Pima County.

The Rural Intervention Project is seen as a welcome and much needed

resource in the rural communities/areas it serves. Overall, the Project

has been well implemented. The volume of service activity in providing

individual, family and group counseling and treatment has exceeded the

anticipated level of service proposed for the first year. Now that the

Project is well established and is producing tangible results, more people

are becoming aware of it and are seeking assistance. The volume of activity

in each area is increasing and persons interviewed in each area have in-

dicated that they would like to see the Project expanded. With the continued

development of the Project as a viable community-based service delivery and
`

problem solving resource, some strategic decisions about the deployment of

staff and the management of Project resources will have to be made.

Much valuable experience has been gained by the Rural Intervention

Project during the past year. \It is important that a concerted effort be

made to build on the hard work and accomplishments of.the first year. Most

important is what has been learned from this experience that will help the

Rural Intervention Project continue and grow as a viable and effective

juvenile justice and delinquency prevent on resource.

In the preceeding sections of this report several observations,

suggestions, and recommendations regarding t'he design, development and
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operation of the Rural Intervention Project are presented. The suggestions

and recommendations presented cannot be implemented quickly, but will need

to be considered and implemented, if accepted, through a carefully planned

and managed process of organizational, policy, program and staff development.

As stressed throughout this report the experience of the past year has

been good. Because of the vast geographic area covered and the increasig

expectations being placed on the Project, however, the staff will not be

able to maintain the level and quality of services provided, unless care is

taken to prevent each Intervention Counselor and the Project from becoming

over extended.

The problems the Project is designed to work with are real. The

services are needed. "Helping people to develop the capacity to identify

and resolve their own problems on an on-going basis" is the essence of the

community development process and is a major objective of the Rural Inter-

vention Project. This is a difficult task. It will not be accomplished

by accident. It requires a lot of effort, skill, time and patience. Such

positive community change is possible and will occur only through a con-

tinued, carefully planned, and well managed process.

The potential has been well established for the Rural Intervention

Project to not only increase its own capacity to provide service, but to

also give increased leadership to help others in each community/area

served, to become aware of, concerned about, and involved in identifying

and helping to resolve current and prevent future problems of juvenile

delinquency.

With the continuation of the Rural Intervention Project, the youth

(and adults) throughout rural Pima County stand to benefit significantly

in the months and years ahead.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED

1. John B. Allen
Sixth Grade Tracher

L-Curley School, Ajo

2. John Arnold
Executive Director, PPEP

3. Orari Back

Citizen, Ajo

4. Lieutenant Vicente Becerra
Commander
Green Valley District
Pima County Sheriff's Department

5. Charles E. Bender
Assistant Principal
Sahuarita High School

6. Michael Bloom
Project Director/Coordinator
Rural Intervention Counselor, PPEP

7. Robert Cannon
Rural Team Supervisor
Pima County Juvenile Court Center

8. John Casey
'Rural Probation Officer
Pima County Juvenile Court, Ajo

9. Tillie Castillo
Teacher Aide
Marana High School

10. Bill Caulkins
Sdlool Psychologist
Marana Public Schools

11. Mara Cutler
Former Rural intervention Counselor, PPEP

12. Ann David
Editor, Ajo Copper News



13. Bruce Dewey
Pr:Hcipal

Marana Junior High School

14. Tim Donovan
School Resource Officer
Green Vally District
Pima County. Sheriff's Department

15. Carl Foster, Ed.D.
Special Education Teacher
Sahuarita Junior High School

16. Lieutenant Jack A. Garchow
Commander, Ajo Station
Pima County Sheriff's Department

17.. Auggie Garcia
Rural Probation. Officer
Pima County Juvenile Court Center

18. William Gay
Work Education Coordinator
Sahurita Unified School District No.. 30

19. r,te Grimaldo
Manpower Specialist, PPEP

20. Hollis Hemingway
Rural Intervention Counselor, PPEP

21. Gail Holbrook
Physical Education-Teacher
Sahuarita Junior High School

22. Robert J. Holzmiller
Principal
Sahuarita Elementary School

23. Louise Keane, R.N.
School Nurse
Sahuarita Junior' High School

24. MaureenKelly
Teacher, Adaptive_Education Department
Marana Junior High School

25. Beth Kozan
Family Counselor, Title XX
Social Problem Solving, PPEP

7u
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26. Andy Lerma
Community Aide, Title XX, PPEP

27, Drake Lewis
Counselor Director
Ajo Public School System

28. Bart Lozano
Youth-Work Coordinator, PPEP
Board Member, Ajo Youth Center

29. James Madson
Rural Intervention Counselor, PPEP

30. Patsy Martinez
Outreach Worker
La Frontera Clinic.Ajo

31. Butch McCormic
Recreation Programs Supervisor
Pima County Parks and Recreation Department, AjO Area

32. Jerry McEven
Principal
Continential Elementary School

33. Sally Meyer
School Nurse
Sahuarita High School

34. Dan Morales
Guidance Counselor
Ajo High School

35. Charles E. Oldham
Principal
Sahuarita Junior High School

36. Jack Peterson
Principal, Curley School, Ajo

37. Mimi Priestly

Psychologist, Sahuarita Unified School District No. 30

38. Val Ripley
Citizen, Ajo

39. Florence Saltzman
Dean of Women
Marana High School



40. Pat Scott, Title XX
Family Counselor, Child Abuse, Social Problem Solving, PPEP

41. Jim Scovil
Minister
Good Shepherd. Presbyterian Church, Ajo

42. Beverly Scovil
Social Service Worker
Child Protective Services
Arizona Department of Economic Security, Ajo

43. Fred Wilmhurst,
Clinical Counselor and Teacher
Opportunity Hall
Marana High School

44. Karen Younger
Team Leader, Adaptive Education Program
Marana Junior High School

45.. Mary Zillatus
Board Member, Ajo Youth Center

65.
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PPEP Country
PIMA SEAGO

MARANA
CATALINA BYLAS

SAFFORO

RI LUTO

CORTARO

A.J0

THREE
POINTS

TUCSON
-SAN SIMON .

PASCUA
YAOUI

SAHUARITA
VILLAGE

VALVEROE

SAHUARITA EAST

TU SAC
CONTINENTAL
EL VALLE PATAGONIA

ARIVACA

CARMEN
TUMACACORI

SIERRA
VISTA

Inc.

Bits of Wisdom
Forgiveness is the
fragrance the violet
spreads On the heel that
crusnes it.

United Way

Portable Practical Educational
Preparation, Inc.

(Not for Profit Corp.)

338 N. Granada
Tucson, Arizona
(602) 622-3553

921 Thatcher
Safford, Arizona
(602) 428-1161

Executive Director
John Arnold

BPSI° PrIrAy, ;7; nzial
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It should be noted that PPEP, Inc. is a-multi-
funded,. "not for profit" corporation serving
rural clients (Agricultural and Non-Agricultural
alike) to improve the standard of rural living
through self-help programs.

PPEP's floots
PPEP, Inc. began services in August of 1967
to the rural areas with a grant from 0. EO. to
serve low-income people Its first outreach
was through an itinerate converted Chevy
school bus named "La Tortuga".

poverty, and under development in rural
communities.

4. Serve as an advocate of rural people on
matters of public policy which affect their
status and well-being.

PPEP was officially incorporated on
December 10th, 1969, in Nogales, Arizona.
With a governing board of direCtors repre-
senting the various rural communities.

Services Available
Farmworker Emergency Assistance
COmmunity Education

's Community Outreach
elt. Mental Retardation

Transportation
0 Family Violence Counseling
0 Family Youth Counseling

Housing,Seerch
Community Organization.

:Financial Management
o Farmworkers' Services

Job Counseling
4) Job Placement
O Home Management
* Food Vouchers

Nutrition
O Services to Elderly

VVeatherization
Food Production
Migrant Manpower;
Day Care
Social Services

O Physical Disability
e Alcoholism Services

Community Development Services
Work Projects
Crisis Intervention
Food Stamps Assistance

.
. .

Today, a comprehensive umbrella-of services
to low-income people has evolved through an
effective network of community- based aides
with professional and technical supportive
staff.

Numerous community groups have been
organized through community action to
insure input and continuity of service delivery.

Philosophy
1. Meaningfully involve those less fortunate

in carrying out programs to eliminate rural
poverty.

2. Mobilize public and private resources in
support of programs to help overcome
problems of rural people.

3. Plan, coordinate, and evaluate both long
and short range strategies for overcoming

Qualifications for Service
1. Rural Resident
2. Low-income
3. Meet program guidelines
4. In need ofservice
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Affiliations
. 1. PPEI .ousing Development Corporation,

2. Arizona Rural Housing Coalition
3. Migrant Health Task Force
4. United Way
5. Occupational Safety for Farmworkers
6. National Association of Farmworker.

Organizations
7. National Association for Retarded Citizens
8. Rural America
9. Pima Alcoholism Consortium

,

r. Other Related PPEP Projects

a Littletown Neighborhood Association
Valverde Housing Association, Sahuarita
El Valle Housing Association, Continental
Sahuarita Housing Project Sahuarita
Rillito Water Co., Technical Assistance
New Little Hollywood Association, Inc.,
Safford "-.

Ali-bac Historical Association, Arivaca
h. Sahuarita Water Co., Sahuarita

Opening New Doors, Tucson'
Five Acres Water Association, Ajo

_k. Yaqui Co-op, Marana
Marana Vistas Neighborhood Association

m. Rillito Streets and Sewer Project
n. Yaqui Rome Electrification Project
o. Los Ninos del Valley Day Care

Officers of. !PEP Board
Gilbert Mungaray, President
Pete Castillo, Vice-President
Elizabeth Johnson, Secretary

Mary Hardy, Treasurer

Manuel Bojorquez ....... Sahuarita Village-
Jose L Sanchez' .Marana
Ramon Cordoba, Jr Continentai
Walter A Holliday Littletown
Mary Diamond..... MFM Foundations
Marion Jonte ... . .. . .... . . Ajo,
Edgar Granillo ....... . Esperanza
Dorothy Azul Valverde
Juanita Carbajal ..........

David Bartlett, Legal Counsel

Office Locations

PIMA COUNTY:
Tucson
Marana
Continental

Project Monitors

John Arnold, Executive Director
Bill White, Office Manager

Berta Tellez, Nutrition 'Coordinator
Ann Ball, Housing Specialist

Richard Castro, Human Resources Coordinator
Elise Arnold,

Administrative Services Coordinator
Dwight Gaines, Transportation Coordinator

-Cruzita Soto, Manpower Services Coordinator

622-3553
682-3145
625-8373

Ajo Youth Center 387-6274

SOUTH EASTERN ARIZONA
Safford 428-1161
Duncan 359-2791

Jewel Martin
Emergency Assistance Coordinator
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APPENDIX C

THE PROJECT WORKSHEET

A Guide for Systematic Planning

The Project Worksheet is a simple approach to planning. It can

be an aid 'in program and organizational development. It can also
give structure and purpose to a program's activity, as well as provide
a basis for evaluating and measuring results.

The Project Worksheet can be used in relation to planning with an
individual client and his family, it can be used to develop a program
component, or it can facilitate achieving a solution to a community
problem.

As an organizational development tool, several Project Worksheets
describing different components of a. program taken together can serve
as a comprehensive description of that program. This could be used as

a funding proposal for the total program. As such, each functional
area of that program would have its own budgetary needs described.

The Project Worksheet can assist in sound deployment of staff
resources, giving more purpose and clarity to staff assignments. It

can also define the resources outside the program's budgeted capability

that are needed to complete a task.

Importantly, the Project Worksheet provides for the development of
an evaluation design for measuring the extent to which the goals of the
work have been achieved. The emphasis on time-tables and the intent to
accomplish certain tasks by particular times helps give specificity to
the rrocess.

All in all, the Project Worksheet promotes goals directed activity
within an organization. It encourages optimum utilization of resources.
And it provides a basis fot determining whether or not, or to what
extent, the desired outcome has been achieved.

The Project Worksheet with a definition of each section is on the
next page.



PROJECT WORKSHEET

Project Focus Date of Initiation

Project Manager Date of Completion

I. Statement of Need, Problem, or Area of Concern:

(This is a briefdescription of the problem under attack,
or the area in which some change is to be sought.)

70;

II. Mission, Goals, Objectives:

(The Mission is a general statement of the purpose of the organ-
ization related to the project. The Goal is a clear statement
or statements of the end results or conditions to be sought.'
Objectives are descriptive of shorter range and more specific
conditions to be achieved in pursuit of the goal. Deadlines
are useful in developing goals and objectives. They should be
limited enough to be achievable in a reasonable period of time.
They, at best, are stated in away that it is evident when they
are achieved.)

III. Activities:

(This describes a set of specific steps capable of achieving
the above objectives and goals. A time frame for activities
is used for planning progress.)

:IV. Resources:

(This describes the resources needed to carry out the above
activities. This should be comprehensive, including time
of specific staff persons, space and facilities,, financial
needs, volunteers, other agency personnel, materials,'etc.)

V. Evaluation Design:

(This should provide clear and specific indication of the
extent to which the goals are achieved. If Sections I
through IV are carefully developed, the completion of the
evaluation design will be easier than if the goals are
unclear.) .

- Associates for Youth Development, Inc.
5423 East Fairmount Place'.
Tucson, Arizona 85712
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APPENDIX D

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF PROGRAM EVALUATION LEVELS
AND INDICATORS OF THE ABILITY TO EVALUATE

Five levels of evaluation, each of which builds upon the lower levels

,areas follows:

1. MONITORING

This level answers the questions: How many? How Much? It consists
of the collection of data about the number of people participating
in a program. It can count characteristics of people. Administra-
tive monitoring look also atbudgeting matters, staff deployment,
etc. Monitoring can be as simple or as complicated as the persons
doing the monitoring wish to make it. It can provide the data base
*upon which more revealing levels of evaluation are found.

Example: Twenty truant children are referred to a program. A num-
ber of characteristics can be monitored, such as age, sex,
attendance patterns for the past year, days on which they
were absent, location of residence, achievement level in

school, etc.

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This level deals with what is done to, with or for the persons counted
in level. 1. Developed in quantitive or in narrative form, it relates
to those involved in the program.

Example: The program for the twenty truant children mightinclude
home visits, assignment of tutors, group counseling-,,a;
workshop for their teachers about behavior management,
bringing volunteers into their classrooms, psychological
testing, rewards for better attendance, enrichment of the
curriculum, etc. Each of these activities can be counted
or specified, and narratively interrelated.

3. OUTCOME DESCRIPTION

This level describes what happened to those-in the program, at the time
Of completing the program and/or after a,follow-up period. If preprogram
baseline data have been collected for the program group, comparisons can
be made to determine through-time changes. Such changes cannot be attri-
buted to the program; however, they might have occurred in the absence
of-the program, or in spite of it.

Example: Of the twenty truant children, fourteen showed a reduction
of absenteeism by at least 60% for one year; four remained
the same; one showed an increase; and one dropped out of
school.
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3. Outcome Description (con't)
`.,

If no prior baseline data are available, at least a quantitative
outcome description can be provided that can be a point,,of con-
trast for later, comparison.

Example: The school absentee rate for the-first six=month program
group was 21%. That for the second six-month program
was 9%. /

Note: Neither example provides the basis for measurement of
program effectiveness. Outcome description merely
provides an understanding of ;what happened to program
participants by a given point in time. _It does not

establish ghat the program was responsible for the
outcome results.

4 MEASUREMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS

This level answers the difficult question: What would have happened
to the lotogkam patticipanto had the pitognam not been available? It

requires the establishment of .a control group or the identification
of another group similar enough to the program group to provide
valid comparisons with which to determine the impact of the program
upon its participants. Thus, the evaluator can be reasonably sure
of what would have happened had the program not existed.

A careful analysis of external factors which might effect the outcome
of the program' is essential at this level. For example, a new prin-
cipal at the school who brings in many new ideas and programs may
have more effect on the truant children than the program described
at level two. This would need to be documented carefully. Or the
circus coming to town might have the opposite effect!

5. SYSTEM IMPACT

This level goes beyond the actual effect of the program upon indivi-
duals. Here, the aim is to determine its impact upon the systems
with which the program is concerned.

Example: The school attended by the twenty children of level 1 is

found to be a counter-productive atmosphere for an educa-.
tional experience. The program generates community concern,
the Principal is removed; the State Board of Public In-
struction changes the curriculum materials on its approved
list. The evaluation effort is.able to demonstrate that
these changeS are the result of the program, and all of
the evaluation tasks at levels 1 through 4 indicate quan-
titatively/the effects of the program upon the individuals
involved./
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*********************************

Four indicators of a program's capacity to achieve one or another of the
above levels of evaluation are as follows:

A. Expectations

The expectations for evaluation held for the program by its own
staff, its governing body, its funding source(s), collaborating
programs and others are of prime importance.

B. Quality of Goals and Objectives

The clarity and quality of the program's goals determines in
large measure the ability to evaluate the program. Vague and
general goal statements that cannot be quantitatively evaluated
do not provide an adequate basis for evaluation of effectiveness

C. Availability and Quality of Data

Data must be available and be of such a quality as to provide an
accurate determination of the program's performance. The control
of the data's quality is an essential ingredient for good evalua-
tion.

D. Resources

The necessary resources for evaluation must exist if it is to
become a reality. This includes financing, technical skills,
mechanical means and staff commitment.

A conscious, systematic analysis of these four indicators can help determine
wherein changes need to be made to develop an evaluation effort that is
realistic and appropriate to meet the program's needs for evaluation.

Associates for Youth Development, Inc,
5423 East Fairmouht Place

Tucson,' Arizona 85712
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AfPENDIX E

defining and operationalizing "prevention"
a major human service task

William A. Lofquist, Staff Associate
Associates for Youth Development, Inc.

Tucson, Arizona

Little progress has been made within
human services in developing an under-
standing of prevention. To be sure,

!-there are many opportunities that can be
aptly described as preventive, both
within and outside the arena that we
know as the human service system. But
we still have not found a way to concep-
tualize. communicate and operationalize
a2lear and sound approach to prevention
that rallies people and invites them to
commit their energies and resources to
that effort.

we have not found a
way to conceptualize,,
communicate and
operationalize a clear
and sound approach
to prevention

Why might this be so? The benefits of
preventing problems before they occur
are so Govious that few would openly
deny them. But the situation facing us is
quite complex.-To place more emphasis
on prevention, we need to deal with the
economics of the human service system,
a major task in itself. We also need to
come to terms with the values and the
politics of the community in which we
would implement prevention strategies.
That is an even more difficult challenge.
And to top it off, an emphasis on
prevention will require a change in
attitudes and behavior on the part of
many people, including elected officials
and professional administrators and
service providers. As this change
reaches toward the state and federal
sources of funds for many human service
activities. it may also require changes in
attitudes and legislation at those levels.

Many people are dealing with these
changes. There is much talk about
prevention today. That discussion is
usually quite fragmented. for it is
focused separately upon preventing de-
linquency, drug and alcohol abuse, child
abuse, mental illness, learning disabili
ties and the myriad other categories we
use to define problems in our society.
The discussion also has a generally nega-
tive tone to it, for it emphasizes stop-
ping something from happening. That
something is often the symptomatic be-
haviors of individuals. A common ap-
proach to prevention is to react to those
symptomatic behaviors. And from that
point on the confusion gains momentum.

a person who pro-
motes prevention is a
facilitator of change

The purpose of this brief article is to
suggest an understanding of prevention
which the ,writer believes can overcome
many of the difficulties described above.
It is not expected that this will solve the
complex economic and political aspects of
a planned shift in emphasis toward pre-
vention. It can, however, provide per-
sons at the community level with some
practical and easily understood handles
they can use within their own families,
schools, neighborhoods and organiza-
tions. This, after all, is where the real
action needs to focus. Bringing others
along who are removed from these basic
arenas is a necessary and longer range
task.

The observations made thus far sug-
gest that a person who promotes pre-
vention is a facilitator of change. This
includes both change in the attitudes and
behaviors of individuals and change in
the operational patterns of organizations
and institutions. To promote change in
these arenas requires a clear sense of
purpose, a capacity to develop clear
goals and objectives, and skills for en-
gaging people in designing and carrying
out workable strategies. Because one can
reasonably anticipate strong resistance
from many directions to the change
being sought, a capacity to live with and
overcome intense frustration is also
useful. Part of this includes a willioe.less

by distinguishing
between prevention
and remediation, it
becomes possible to
establish some clear
differences between
the service' activities
which relate to each
of these change pro-
cesses
to meet people where they are and to
set a- pace that is realistic in light of
those forces of resistance.

A clear definition is useful, and the
following is suggested. Prevention is an
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active process of creating conditions that
promote the well -being of people. A key
word in this definition is conditions.

Before pursuing the implications of the
definition, it is also useful to define the_
word remediation, for much of what is
called prevention can be understood
better as remedial activity. Remediation
is a reactive process of promoting
change for or with an individual who has
a recognized need. Here the focus is on
the individual.

By distinguishing between prevention
and remediation, it becomes possible to
establish some clear differences between
the service activities which relate to
each of these change processes. This be-
comes useful in several ways.

Consider the following lists of service
options of remediation and Prevention.
They clearly emerge from the definitions
which have been suggested.

SERVICE OPTIONS OF
REMEDIATION

1. Individual diagnosis.
2. Counseling, casework, .psycho-

therapy -and other individual thera-
peutic activities.

3. Group work or therapy.
4. Family treatment.
5. Crisis intervention.
6. Advocacy (for individuals).
7. Referral.
8. Brokerage for individual remedial

services.
9. Consultation (related to individual

remedial concerns).

SERVICE OPTIONS OF
PREVENTION

1. Community assessment.
2. Planning.
3. Community organization.
4. Community education.
5. Organizational development con-

sultation.
6. Training.
7. Parent education.
8. Advocacy (for changes in condi-

tions).
9. Erriployment development.

10. Legislation development.
Several observations can be made

about these lists of, service options. The
service options of remediation are
basically reactive and focus upon
individuals with identified needs. The
relationships of remediation involve - a
helper and a client, they are private
transactions between these individuals,
and they are ,confidential in nature.
Often remediation is initiated at the
insistence of someone other than the
client, and it can easily result in
negative labelling of the client, though
this is not inevitable.



the service options of
prevention are
basically proactive
and focus upon c,
ditions that ,c,le impor-
tant to peop'e

The service options of prygention are
basically proactive any focus upon
conditions that are impor...ant to people.
The relationships of pr.:vention invite

participation, 'they are iblic transac-
tions and broad awarene.,: is desirable.
There is no negative labelling in preven-
tion because there is no client whose
confieentiality must be protected.

It can be easily seen that the service
options of remediation r ruire different
skills rid strategies those of
prevention. It may be difficult for one
trained in the.skills of remediation to
shift to the service options of prevew on
without some ;retraining and reorients
tion.

Since remediation is a private trans-
action it is relatively -"safe' as compared
with the highly visible nature of preven-
tion. Also, in remediation the perso-.,
needing to change is the clicnt,. while' a
variety of individuals mil:c need' to
change to enable. prevention to occur.
These latter people nay include those in
leadership positions. These two realities
help to explain some of the resistance to
prevention in the community. Frequent-
ly people in important positions of lead-
ership will remove themselves from in-
volvement in the very changPs that they

.could help facilitate, thus becoming a
part of the problem that needs
confronting.

One common misunderstanding about
prevention is the belief that it is a "long
range" undertaking and is not as im-
mediate in its impact as remediation.
This is not the case. In fact; the opposite
can be true: The writer is;award. of ap-
proaches to planned change in conditions
in schools, for example, which have re-
sulted in immediate reduction of the
symptomatic behaViors of vandalism,
high absentee. ratesand other acting out
behavior while at the. same time encour-
aging achievement and student partici-
pation in improving the school environ-
ment. Experience in parent education
also 'provides examples of immediate
impact on conditions within families,

It is orobable that the results of a well
planned prevention program are more
easily, observed and amenable to evalua-
tion than are the results of remedial
work. There is need for much experi-
mentation in the area of prevention, and
it is important that more resources are
committed to practical research' and
evaluation that can help administrators,
planners ind service providers refine
their prevention strategies and interpret
them to the community.

A pattern tilat .has occurred with
,treat frequency in recent years as more
funding has become available for
prevention is that proposals are written
for rie',..."prevemion programs," they are
funded and tlik;n there is continued use
of the same remedial.methods that were
used before. A result of this has been
that little experimental work in prOen-
tion izas occurred while a significant
amount of funding has gone into
"preventin." Funding agencies have
contributed to this national picture be-
cause of the imprecise nature .of their
own definitions of prevention.

The language common to this pattern
has be:O.n that the new program will
achieve "early identification' of the "pre-
dolinquent" and use methods of "early
intervention" to "prevent ". delinquent
behavior. This kind of activity has
frequently been called "primary preven-
tion." Actually it would be more appro-

a definition of pre-
,vention is useful only
to the extent that it
can be translated into
workable strategy
p,-iato to call it ''primary remediation,"
for essentially remedial methods have
been used for identifying and treating
individuals: Such an approach may
actually have less desirable results than
those intended because of the negative
labelling that,can so easily occur at
earlier points.
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Specific planned approaches to creat-
ing,conditions in the arenas in which
people work. learn. recreate and spend
their 'time can n engaging

.?activity that n tier community.
People are s ie primary re-
sources for and bringing
about the char, will affect them.
Those who might tiiiierwise be identified
as being in need of remedial service can
he engaged as active participants in a
prevention program that focuses on im-
proved conditions with positive results.

A definition of prevention is useful
only to the extent that it can be trans-
lated into workable strategy that
achieves clearly defined prevention
objectives. It is possible that we Can
move toward a better understanding of
the meaning of prevention as we test
strategies in our communities in limited
arenas. These need to include schools,
families, neighborhoods, social agencies
and other manageable arenas.

While additional resources are desir-
able to have, a healthy concern is to
question how prevention capacity can be
garnered and organized within the exist-
ing human, physical and financial ire-
sources of the community. It is inevit-
able that building capacity for preven-
tion in any community will involve train-
ing of participants in this process. With
those of ug who are concerned about
youth development, this effort at best
involves young people and adults
working together.

Through cooperative community effort
and a willingness to experiment alld
learn, we can discover new approaches
to improve our communities in specific
ways through a vigorous and sustained
emphasis on prevention.
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APPENDIX F

excerpts from juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention
REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE AND
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals

delinquency prevention has been a veritable
stepchild' wandering in the wilderness of the
juvenile justice system

Implementation of standards regarding
the prevention of delinquency invelvee a
whole new set of ideas. Nebulous in
concept, imprecise in definition, and
devoid of demonstrably effective tech-
niques, delinquency prevention has.been
a veritable stepchild wandering in the
wilderness of the juvenile justice
system. The concept of preventing
delinquency has been exclusively attract.'
ive, and many youth-serving agencies
have attempted to justify the bulk of
their programs on the basis that they
are preventing as much delinquency as
anyone else. In light of current know-
ledge about delinquency causation, they
may be entirely correct. Certainly, the
prevailing opinion. among juvenile delin-
quency experts is that, if delinquency is
multicaupal, its prevention must be
multifaceted. If any agency in attacking
any of the root causes of e.elinquency, it
is ipso facto engaged in preventing
delinquency. This raises, however,
serious questions about coordination and
elimination of duplicative and competing
proere ams

What is sorely needed at the present
time is a State office of delinquency
prevention to provide some coordination
and planning capability, as well as a
rational basis for the dispensation of tax
dollars. In this field particularly, it is
necessary to establish,priorities, because
it is impossible to attack all of the root
causes of delinquency at the same time.

'Whether this office should be located in'
the Governor's Office; with the State
Criminal Justice Planning Agency, with
the State department or agency respons-
ible for implementing the other correc-
tional standards, or with some other
branch of the executive department is a
matter best left to the discretion of the
States. What is important is that
someone at the State level have
responsibility for bringing order out of
the present chaos that preVails in most .

States.

scope of delinquency,
prevention

The scope of prevention programming
has often been the center of public
debate on delinquency prevention: One
dimension of this issue concerns the

competing methods of prevention, each
having different operating assumptions
about the fundamental nature of delin-
quency. Imlicit in this debate are
questions of institutional and agency
responsibility, as well as questions about
the selection process of program partici-
pants. Underlying both dimensions is the
question of the adequate funding levels
that must be made available to support
any prevention programming.

,eiterature in the delinquency preven-
tion area generally refers to three kinds
of target populations for prevention
service: primary, secondary, and testi-

alfrimar prevention refers to a service
delivery strategy that includes the
broadest possible numbee of clients
within a service area. The intention is to
deliver the service to all cleats without
regard to the potential delinquent
behavior risks of specific individuals.
This mode of prevention is most often
used in the public health field when, for
example, there is a massive campaign to
give school children inoculations or an
areawide screening for breast cancer.
Primary prevention rests upon the logic
that the most effective i prevention is to
insulate the er,;ire population at risk
from predisposing conditions. An
example of this concept in delinquency
prevention would be the elimination of
violence on television.

In secondary prevention, selection for
inclusion in prevention programs is made
upon the determination that a particular
group of potential clients is in greater
danger than the rest of the population,
thus requiring speCific strikes. Second-
ary,efforts are usually guided b7 the
belief that targeted services to the ,right
sample of the' will have
preventive' impact. An example of
secondary prevention programs would be
recreation activity set up in low income
areas because it is believed that
teenagers from these areas are the
larggetjsreportion of youngsters who are
referred to juvenile court. In secondary
approaches, however, the selection
process itself may stigmatize the
participants. Also, the" criteria of
selection may be incorrect.

Tertiary prevention involves those
youngsters who have already begun to
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offenders, or they may have beer
charged with school misconduct. The
object of the tertiary programs is tc
limit the involvement of the child witt
the juvenile justice systemto deliver
preventive services early enough tc
avoid the developmentof a more serious
delinquent record. Diversion programs,
some school counseling programs, anc
youth service bureaus are examples o;
tertiary programs in that they dea
rimarily with already troubled.children.

ese programs are preventive in the

for the chileeelchilethat they seek to eliminate the
be avior causing pr
an they attempt to prevent future
delinquent -behavior.

Theorists have devoted much space in
prevention literature to the relative
merits of primary, secondary, and
tertiary prevention. Such theses tend to
dwell on the ability of each type of
prevention approach to yield measurable
results, as well as the relative costs.
Often, discussions about the scope of
prevention efforts get bogged down in
the choice of the best approach.
Unfortunately, these debates are rarely
productive because the participants feel
they must make a choice that is rather
ambiguous.

,

Primary, secondary, and tertiary"
approaches each can be effective,
depending upon the nature of the
services to be delivered. Some programs
are bat administered at aa_ primary level
because the process of matting selections
within the target population would be
inaccurate, or it would be difficult to
withhold services from some members of
the community without causing prob-
lems. Similarly, other programs such as
family counseling are clearly aimed at
helping a more identifiable subpopula-
tion; i.e., those families experiencing
difficulties that-they cannot solve. In
most instances, diversion presumes a
tertiary population. Thus, the selection
of the pcpulation to be served must de-
pend upon the analysis of the problem to
be prevented and the program service to
be delivered. In general,; this choice is to
be made in terms of the strategy that
least disrupts community life and that
does not unnecessarily stigmatize then
intended beneficiaries. Cost projections
of particular prevendon services should
be made after there is some agreement
about the nature, of the service to be
delivered and the size of the target.
population. Using cost effectiveness as
the ,sole factor is the wron Ng approf-
regardlesssof-the funding level:

When levels of funding allow; the
more inclusive strategies of deliveilti
services should be oensidered. The
mix of primary, secondary, and tertiary
programs should flow from'an analysis of
the numbers of youngsters who fall into
each of these service categories,. the
nature and kinds of services to be



APPENDIX G

RELATING TO THE COMMUNITY

Three aspects of a community-based program's relationship with its
larger community to be discussed here are its visibility, its credibility
and its efficacy. As indicated above, these characteristics are important
with young people, adult human service professionals and certain other
adults.

Visibility relates to the general and specific awareness people in the
community have of the program, its activities and its accomplishments. This
awareness is best gained through tangible achievement, though some "adver-
tisement" can be useful for letting people know about specific aspects of
the program.

Another kind of visibility comes through community involvement. An
important consideration here relates.to the basic design of -the program.
If remediation is the primary thrust, it is difficult to create much visi-
bility_through involvement. This because remediation takes place through
a private relationship, and there is usually a strong concern for confiden-
tiality. But prevention and community development are public transactions
which openly involve people. There is no need for any confidentiality in
prevention work, because there/is no confidential information,or identity
to protect.

Visibility with a viable community based program tends to have a
"snowball" effect, because word gets around quickly when something "exciting"
is happening, and others tend to want to come and join the action.

Credibility is the belief people have in the program and the capacity
of its staff as an important ingredient and necessary undertaking in the
community. ;Again, credibility is best gained through stolid accomplishment
in the arena chosen by those responsible for the program.

The problem of credibility needs careful consideration. There
is some difference in the-credibility of a remedial program as contrasted
with a community development-or-prevention program. In remediation there 'is
a high degree of responsibility for results_placed on the program which...
renders the remedial service. Prevention and-community development are
basically facilitating roles which require leadership skills,-but which,never
take on the full responsibility for "solving the problem." This is an impor-
tant role that few programs are attempting or have developed skills for. A
prevention program tries to foster community development sk;lls with others,
so the activity itself is not as competitive within the human service arena
as is the case with remediation.

The attitude behind community development is "let's work on this situa-
tion together,"'while in remediation it is-11-et-me_help you with your'problem."
So the basis for credibility is essentially Oiffereni-in-these two arenas.

S4
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Efficacy relates to the ability to produce tangible results in the
accomplishment of stated objectives.. Efficacy is best deMonstrated through
a program of evaluation whic'i documents any confirms effectiveness. In a

prevention/community development program-the results of the work done by

groups of people are usually highly visible, so others'can get at least a

sense.of the efficacy of the effort from,their own perceptions. The efficacy
of remediation activities is harder to determine, but it can be done through
evaluation.

There is a good chance that the efficacy of the program can be demon-,
strated if (a) the goals set by the project are related to the. particular
circumstances and conditions of the community being served; (b) the selection
of goals is done through a collaborative effort; and (c) means of determining
the extent to which the toals are achieved is designed into the strategy from
the beginning.

Of these three aspects of a community based program's relation to the
colunity, program efficacy is by far the most complex. It is seldom that
the financial, technical and other resources needed fora sound evaluation
pro_r-am are available. Yet this is an area that needs constant exploration
if community based programs are to demonstrate their Nalue.

A welldesigned plan to gain and maintain a program that_has visibility.
credibility and efficacy is an important.aspect of program management. The

approach to strategy, design and youth involvement are both related to these
three concerns. A collaborative approach to problem solving which engages
other human service professionals, decision makers and volunteers from the
community will tend to have high visibility and credibility among these'
groups if it is carried out soundly. This also can lead to a "sharing of

credit" which becomes important.

SOURCE: From "Suggestions for Building a Viable Community-Based Program,",
paper prepared by William A. Lofquist,- Staff Associate, Associates
for Youth-DeVelopment, Inc., Tucson,;Arizona, May, 1977, pp.10-I1.
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APPENDIX H

YOUTH INVOLVEMENT

The way a community based program is viewed by these responsible
for it, the manner by which it is designed, and the shape it is given
will determine in large measure its atmosphere or "life style" as viewed
by young people. Many youth focused services and programs,.by the way they
are planned, operated and governed, exclude and possibly thereby alienate
young people. At the very least, the result may be that the program is not as
relevant to the users of the program as it might be. At worst, it may be
actively contributing to the problems of young people. An important aspect
of any youth focused organization is the nature of youth involvement with it.

By and large, youth focused service programs place little emphasis
upon and demonstrate little skill for involving youth substantively in
determining the nature of the program and how it operates. There are
numerous ways a program can capitalize upon the resources that young
people can bring to it.

When youth involvement is first accepted as the thing to do," either
because it is mandated or because it is something all the "in" youth pro-,

grams are doing,- a common pattern is to place two or three youth on the
Board. This often ends in failure because it is at best little more than
a gesture that neither the adults' nor the youth have'the experience or the
skill to utilize to good advantage.

Board membership for some youth can be a productive experience, just
as it can be for some adults. In z.,oth cases, selecting the appropriate

--people is-the key. There are a variety of other approaches to involving
people, including youth, that can become substantive and produce good
results for the program.

Some of these migiw. be (a)-tettinc up ad hoc- youth task 1:,:ses_todea-I-----
with particular matters; (b) hiring youth as, 5,taf;=;---(c)fiTY-frig youth as

consultants; (d) developingspeciAl projects with and for youth,, such as
street. corner-interviewing, preparing film strips,,movies or television
tapes dealing. wi,th_things important to youth; (esurveying youth opinion
by_youth;. (f) teaming youth", either volunteers or staff, with.other'staff-
to facilitate selected projects, etc.

There. is nothing particUlarly magical about youth involvement -:

it is really a very human undertaking. Youth Involvement is essentially
people involvement. Youth, like adults, like to be involved in something'
interesting. They like it to have substance, and they like to.believe that
it will result in something, productive that is- important to them.. Youth get
impatient with endless disCussion, that goes. nowhere.' If adults were more
prone-toward having that;;': uality ofimpatience, Perhaps Boards would be
more productive.
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Youth are people. When people are listened to, when they feel their
word counts for something, when they have an opportunity to participate
in discussions that are important to them, they are likely to become involved.
An atmosphere of involvement is based upon- an atmosphere of resafct.

Two 'reasons youth involvement is seldom achieved is that it is usually(a) negotiated on the terms of the adults who really control the programand (b) young people are seen as being in a "client" role with the program.
When the adult controllers see the youth recipients as "clients" of the pro-
gram the program is cast in a particular mold which young people can detectimmediately. This set of circumstances tends to rule out the possibility
that young people can assume a full role as resources and as participants in

.the program. When young people are less than full partners in the planning,operation, and evaluation of the program a valuable resource is lost, and
both youth and adult miss an opportunity to learn from each ther.

_ When an equal partnership situation develops and adults and young
people together determine the conditions for participation, it is often
discovered that an exciting and stimulating experience is set in motion.
This becomes a dynamic and changing situation as problem areas are identi,
fied and assessed from nth vantage points, as approaches to facing the
problem are devc-lope..-: a) implemented, and as the effort is evaluated.

,,SOURCE: From "Suggestions for Building a Viable Community ,-based Program,"
paper, prepared by William A. Lofquist, Staff Associate, Associatesfor Youth Development, Inc., Tucson, Arizona,.May,.1977, pp. 8-9.


